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a.: aeposi t containing 20-40% manganese, has been J.nvestl.-
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'g·atea·· in Tasmania . Heavy aeposi ts form rapialy in pipe-
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lines carrying Lake King William water while those carrying 
r··~rb£ e.trl A :; (.:) ; 1 1.-, ~ t '[· ' t' U 't, · · ·1 .i.,C ·.._. ~ ·l, ':"r ~ ; ~ ·:1 t- C, ~ f · ' f. i :'\ / 1:>£, ' ~ ... .... \ .. ~ 'iSi\ 
Great Lake 'wat e r remain free from aeposits over long 
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periods~ - ·~ - · · - - -- - · .. . --· -
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6n ' a laboratory scale ana it was provea experimentally 
u '7 .: •;.. • -. 
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. ' . ~. . ·. ~ . . :.: ~ . .. - ~ n '.: ' : . "' , ~ : ·' ~ :~ ·.{: ":' ,.J 
that the manganese aeposits ar e initiated by microorganisms • 
• • , . <;... • l .. . ~ . ·. ;. i : . . :. ... , .. . ·. . ~ , "' -~ 
The .lack of aeposits in pipelines carrying Great Lake 
. . . . , • • • .. • " . , . ' ~ • . . . : I • . .. ' • • . • 
~ater results from lack of available manganese in the 
.. .. . .. 
~tater, since .. addition of soluble manganese causes a 
deposit to form. 
. •' 
Lake Ki ng Wi lliam was shown to be uns t r atifiea and 
oxygen-saturated throughout the year so that solution of 
manganese by anaerobic processes in the hypolimnion is 
not likel y in this lake. It was suggested that the 
soluble manganese in Lake Ki ng Wi lliam originates from 
solution in the catchment area, probably by formation of 
manganese chelates with the humic waters seeping from the 
Gymnoschoenus plains which surround this l ake . Lack of 
this vegetation type around Great Lake, or l ack of the 
soil type which s upports it, possibly explains the lack 
.. 
·' ~ 
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t{f"~ -sJ61 ubl:'er; m·anga:ne se i <f.ln ~tha:tl '\Vater: 
.. ·~ 
rb'acteria ar·e·D o'fOftoUsig.i'tif"icance =< iD'-'i;3i?6'du'c1rlgi riiangafi@se~ ~~ 
a ep·osit sl :i'n Tasman'ia •. •f"The· rox\i..'dati on0.anlJ1 'Oeposi!t'ionl. of' 
manganest:n is ~ at~tr.i outed? to · a..~ :stalked ,"!. bua·ain(i: ba:cteir'-ihm 
bf ... the r genus :t~:ghomicrobillm·~ ·~ This organ!stn~ was sliown to 
beD:w:bdeily dis triibuted · iii 'Tasmania· and : als'o·: to: be··· responsible 
for mangan~se aeposits ·in pipelines ~ in· Queensland~ (The 
organism has been isolated in pure culture and found to 
be v~~y P+~omqrphic~ · It exhibits a r ange of variation 
spanning two described genera (Hyphomicrobium and 
. . . - . . . 
Pedomicrobium) and it is suggest.ed that the latter genus 
is invalid. In its ultrastructure, the organism resembles 
other investigated strains of ~Rhomierobium but it may 
differ in possessing many flagella-like or fimbrae-lilce 
appendages . The possible significance of these as organs 
of attachment is considered. The attachment of cells to 
the pipe surface is considered in t erms of el ectrostatic 
attraction and production of holdfast mat erial. Electro-
phoretic studies indicate that the ~£homicrobiurn cells 
are negativel y charged so that attachment b y direct 
electrostatic attraction is unlikely. 
A pipeline is considered in t erms of a continuous 
'· 
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s'urface .and r:.in- oxidizing··manga·nese. It is li.ke}y tl)~-t 1 . 
the ; .~curious rmorphology and . mod:e of re.production of ·t :. · 
hyphomtcrobi:a ··accounts for their .efficiency in··producing;. 
Ol' !7•coexi·stirig .with~ 'the manganese• - O~ides they P~·Oduce. 
: . 
B. . · HISTORI'CAL 'REVIEW 
1. The hi~to~ of the problem of manganese in the 
.. -
water suppll industry 
The year 1906 seems to be the time at which the 
presence of manganese in potable waters became widely 
recognised as a serious problem for water engineers. In 
that year, flooding of the Oder River Valley caused the 
manganese content of the Breslau water supply to rise to 
228 mg/1, and the water became unusable. The Breslau 
experience was by no means the first but it was of such 
proportions as to focus world attention on the presence 
of manganese in waters {Zapf'fe, 1933). 
Although manganese was discovered as an element in 
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177L(:.{Sully,; o1. 9B5}r,- tJ:i'ef~ f'irs t (· recor,'tled ~presence · of~ r,~j 
rjlaiiganese in gr6tind !"·water~ '-:didf'not -;- a:ppeai: :.until ·.-1:896· ~ . 
(Z~pff'e,. 1;·933~·· :l..:App?-ren"t!ly."·thi sr.r ~nalys:ts r weilt ~ uim6ti cea ~ 
untd.a. ~· ~the • Br·eJ3lau~ calamity .. in t ~ t906<-. . ~Zap!f'fe ·,· :·1931) -~ . "! ; <. • c ' . 
Houever1 the · occurrence o:e .. de'Postt.s c·ontaining manganese 
in. 'Pipelines . ana = other . water.-distribution:· systems·· ·haa·. been 
observed · ana · me ntioned be:t:ore ··1906 (Adler, :~1 .904; . Beythien1 
Hemp.el and ·Kraft, 1904; Broun, 1·904; ,_Jackson,-· 1902; 
Raumer; 1903)~ .The early r.eports ··were -mostly by technical · · 
officers of water companies who were .. concerned principally 
\7i th controlling the problemo .. ~ Many of these · reports ave· 
confusing and contradictory, and do not.· add to an under.;. 
standing of the nature of the problem. None- the-less 1 
they document the world- wide occurrence of manganese-rich 
deposits in pipelines and record the important fact that 
the manganese content of the incoming water is often 
beyond detection by normal analytical methods (Ingols and 
Wilroy, 1963; Morgan and Stumm, 1965; Myers, 1961; Wolfe, 
1960). 
The history of manganese problems up to 1931 has been 
reviewed and summarised by Zapffe (1931 1 1933). Later 
studies have shown the problem to be widespread throughout 
the world and the problem of manganese deposit s has become 
more and more an economic factor as the variety of 
~ .................... ----------------------~ 
·· ... ·. 
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·\ ;:t{f in aust~'i-al uater utilization has grooo • 
- ~· .. 1 ) : · ~ . ... . _ , ~ -r:roc: f:o ~-:~r;"t ·· ~ :, ~ t ~""~'iPl 't ~o •.~ n , , .·~ 1 1"1:1 '""'t-~ ·· : '. ~ . _ ... : r,_ 1'. ; ,l_ .... ... • ! '\IV· - 0 ; , , l ,.,._# (. ' , «. . . ... _..) • """ ~ '(~,j (,. . .. - l ' • Joo • L ,, \ o, .-.J -.... J. • "' • • A - . 
i .?.. :.t::r.~ · ~~l\ T'h:e undesirable effects of manganese aeposi ts are 
' ··i·.:,. ~.... . ~? . ~ ·. · ··· ~ "~.:- r:;;.r~ :;cr::o~.-~:J. ,:.~ or: · . ~· ./J ~ :)c...·· ! · :' (j~: . .. ;·r~t~: ~ .. I.."L :- : - .' ·_. .: ~ . f"' ~t- , 
u;.:.. · ~· - :Jdiff~r~nt in dif:ferent types of water utilization. In ~. · .:- :··~f : :~·-__ ..~i(·' : c L(C:? O~ 'i0()0~ Dl?l:;:U.s ~ ·. ? h~ r a-'i!"'!; · ;,_5: . .' ; ':!·:· -. ~!' ~ 
r :, ~fomestic water-sul?ply engineering, the deposits il)terfere 
~{ · · .i. · ' ' ~ 1:-o 1 ·1 me .,.. t 0 'j L• • "r •• .. • · •• · .-: 1.)1' :f · '-' .•. -.:- -:-' t'' •. ·:. ' 1 • : l · ... l •• • : - · - • • - .... t .· C1 • • • • • .. ... • ('I -
":::· .. in several ways '\7i th the smooth ope ration of the industry • 
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Early reports were _concerned mainly wit~ the clogging of 
C?c ~ -:~:2f.i;2_~·: 1t (!~ · .... : ~ :' ~ f- ·~ ~= ... t: ~ ~.~ -- :~- ~ : . .. ~ · =-~· :~ =/\ ~ ~~ 
sana filt ers , a reduction in flow by the partial blockage 
r<=.::, ~.f,~-~ ... · :~ .-~ , ' r ... : J : ' : ~:.: L , • - :- -~~ · ~. •• \ _ • 
of fine reticulation pipes, ana the dirty water caused by 
slouglting...;o:ff· of the ·manganese . oxides . ··In domestic ·usage 
t-his ~ai:rty water produces unpalatable :·wat~-r, gastro-enteritic 
dist·urbances, : ana permanent stains.:·on : laundered clothing 
ana plumbing ·fixtures. ' It has causea · the abandonment -of 
tr·aai tional '\7ater sup-plies in many ci tie·s. On an industrial 
scale, ·the presence of manganese seriously impairs 
quality ·control in paper, t~xtile an a paint manufacture. 
in brewing , ana in soft drink, confectionery ana ice 
cream manufacture. In '\7ater supplies, the depos it settles 
on the vanes of fl ow meters, causing false recordings, 
and it also interferes with the o-tolidine test used to 
control chlorination. The technical literature contains 
very many direct references to problems of this nature 
(Babcock, 1951; Baylis, 1924; Beger, 1938; Griffin, 1958, 
1960; Jessen, 1932; Mose and Brantner, 1966; Myers, 1961; 
Schilling , 1961; Waterton, 1954; Wolfe, 1960; Wolzogen-KUhr, 
1927; Zapffe, 1931, 1933). The importance of the problem 
.......... 
7 6. 
·~_, . (~· ~ :~.Adams, 1960; Baylis, 1924; Frisk, 1932; Griffin, 
-~·l 
. ,
: '. 
~ 1'960; Vollmar, 1914; Waterton, 1954; Zapff'e, 1931) • 
,. ' " 
i :· Jr..- a-:~ t .. ,.,._"" · ~ Manga~ese,-,depo$i:t·i(J~.s ·an:.: e·conomic factor in , 
. . . . - · ... '- ~ l···· : ~, 
nyar-62-'ele'ctric't undertalrings 
' ! .... . , i ' <. . . ' '"• 
. \• P . .Y: • . , 11: · ~·· .. ' 
In hydro-electric undertakings the .occurrence of.~ 
mfnga?ese deposits in the pressure pipelines poses s~rious 
econpmic problems of a different nature. The power · 
produ~ed by a power. st-atio_n is proportional. to ·the net 
hydro·static head betweeh the turbine· a~d the surface ' of 
. "' ~ 
~ . ,. 
the ·~s~orage ·-lake·. : ..... ~Thi~ .. net head i .s .. the _ab.solut~ 
hydrostatic he~ci' minus ~ f~ctor ,;head-loss•t , · and it is 
I . 
,, 
this head loss factor whiCh is affected by manganese 
deposits. The presence of a deposit in a pipeline 
produces turbulence in the flow, so increasing the friction 
and the head loss (Fig. 1). Thus, there is a reduction 
in the power produced or, alternat.ively, more of the 
stored water must be used to maint·ai n power output. 
Though manganese deposits undoubtedly have been present 
in many hydro-electric pipelines, the recognition of the 
deposits as a problem in this industry has occurred only 
in more recent years . There are several possible reasons 
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Fig. 1. Heaa loss of a pipeline , ana power ou tput of a 
generator, be:f>o·r e an a after mechanically cleaning 
manganese deposits from the pipel ine, showing 
the de leterious effect of the deposits on the 
performance of the instal l ation. Redrawn from 
Schweisfurth ana Mertes (1962). 
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.l~-fr~-p{r~e~j:l:i s~8 tb.~i-f/~ >th'e ~ ir'&ifu~ ·; · ·· rcox1ti'iiuou's i.ncr·eas'e l' in head 
-l '... . 
X~'i.~§(~~~~ :~(i%l:lC,~h - vieii:it-no.wh, o'ften· ·co\Ifa not. be· · ·in:vest1gat:ea~ 
j;;: .... i~ -.r··i.j .. ( f" : .~. (.· · : • ·.. · , . . ... . :, • . · . . •. .... . • 
.. : The~ exi:>ense of 'accurate head loss" ae'te:bmfnati .. ons· \va·s ···a:rso' 
.r:o :• '· ~• ":~ t ~ • I : •• ' · , ) • "' I • '· · , 6 •, • • .·· , • i , ,., '" ' ~ • 
.a contributary factor. Secona,· unt'il receh tly it wa:s ·no't~ · 
"Pt.~~-~i bl.l~ ·-to :fully p~ote'ct -pip.:ei'ine s aga.ins·t rust' ·so that 
. . 
~ii';t ' t~be:rcles themselves were a =so=urce of head' lo·s·s. · In 
rec~nt years technological advances have allowed smooth 
~~tuminous linings to give lasting protection to pipelines 
'\ ' 
and this has focussed attention on biogenic manganese 
deposits, free of rust, as agents i'n increased head loss. 
f • • • 
The problem of manganes~ deposits in hydro-electric pipe-
lines is referred to by Schweisfurth and Mertes (1962? 
and Tyler and Marshall ( 1967a, b). 
3. The source of dissolved manganese in water suRplies 
In the earliest studies of pipeline deposits it was 
realised that the iron or manganese came from solution in 
the water and not from the steel of' pipelines ana fittings 
(Brown, 1904). There has been some experimental work ana 
much speculation on the source and mechanism of solution 
of' manganese in freshwaters. The manganese in a water 
supply may be derived from sediments or veins of ore in 
; 
: 
'· i ·9'· ' ....  
so·ils of the 
.. ~ '· . .. ,. .. ... . . 
I ~~:-t?o·If:P,~.~,?;J ~S:l. :pe;p~- ~·Pe.9J :~&,f;~;p-~Jlc~) r"P:9 -jiL~~L sp_,.f_t;lt:t-.9[1.;;9 f -:: :' 1:1 
~-?..Pg·:?:!l_et3·~s fgtQ9J:, ·P.O,ti~9-l!l ~ ~P-~(s~r:t.J? . 1]~~ .v;~,i q.~.e .p:f...,. ~!.'~t. i p tll.e bot-
·~~r.n~s 9t' . :th§ l~·~o~p.ge,.;:-~~~~:,ry,oi-r,~,, ~1 J)l0.9.?,!J!y~~a~11 r~:g.q~r.e,tp.~nt 
!~<;>r1 ,suy.h ' :~ .ey-e~~-. b,~·i.J:lg ·, . :JiP,~t, -~If~ l.~iiJ.ce;· ~Jlly~m.Et.;l.il.Y! , ·1St.r1a,~i.~tes, 
-~.~~ul~:ing_ :!i·l'.l · ,;I.,Qy; qr z~ro . px;YB:~-n .. . ,90:~~~n~~:~ti:9f?S~r~.z:l .~he. 
;J::l:YiP.Oli.mn~s>Jh : q:'J;l_!3 :~olution _.o.f\ mangan~se · Jn ~~s~ pi tua~ions 
-i~. v.ar.i-ousJW a1i~ributed ·to the . . int~rpelated .f,a.y~·o.r.s .o:e ... .. 
h-igh co2 ~<;:>n_tent:, _low dissolve,d oxygen. conc~ntra:tiop., the 
low redox potential and the presence of organic matter 
undergoing fermentative breakdown with the release of 
organic chelators (Adeny, 18~7; G_orham, 1 ~64 _; ~o~ha~ . and 
Swaine, 1965; Hem, 1964; Hopkins and McCall, 1932; Ingols 
and Wilroy, 1962, 1963; Mackereth, 1966; Morgan and Stumm, 
1964; Mortimer, 1941, 1942; Myers, 1961; Perkins and 
Novielli, 1962; Randolph, 1934; Wiedeman and Fetner, 
1957). The subject is partially reviewed for freshwater 
by Ehrlich (1963a), Hutchinson (1957), and Silverman and 
Ehrhich (1964). Ingols and Wilroy (1962) found that in 
laboratory experiments addition of tannic acid to bacterial 
cultures enhanced solution of manganese and that tannins 
were present in waters which contained manganese. Hem 
(1965) has also shown the efficiency of tannic and gallic 
acids in bringing manganese dioxide into solution in 
•• . l 
i ~ • 
10. 
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·.complexed form. 
(::.> , • • • : ~ ~ " " !~ : . . . . ' • t . kj.ensmo. (1967) describes lakes where . 
OJ.:Sii{ ~ :1 •··. :; t . . '· ~ ~. . ., . .. . . ' . ,-·. -· 
iron and manganese are maintained in solution in the 
CP ·? ~~ 1 · ~ · ~ : · r~: ·l · . . ·. :i ·! 
hypolimnion in such concentrations that the lalces are 
~' r· ··. · : : "J I • 1 · :: • ·. ·• .. ., ·• · •· . : • .. . · ~ · ~ _ . 
chemically stratified (iron-manganese meromixis). In 
I ' • ', ' o ~ ' ~ • ., 0 
this case a supply of humic material washed in from' ·the 
. ·, ' . . . 
surrounding catchments maintains low redox potentials in 
.. . 
the hypolimnion, partly by oxygen consumption and partly 
because humic acids themselves possess low redox values. 
The association of dissolved manganese with humic-influenced 
l akes is apparently a general phenomenon (Ohle, 1934; 
Aberg and Rodhe, 1942; Jarnefelt, 1963). 
4. Oxidation and reduction of manganese in soils 
From the voluminous literature on forms of soil 
manganese it is evident that the processes of oxidation 
and reduction of manganese compounds also takes place 
in many soils, ana that the factors involved broadly 
parallel those in freshwater. Several authors have 
noted that divalent manganese can be oxidized in the 
soil to form insoluble oxides, sometimes producing 
manganese deficiency in plants (Barbier and Trocme, 1950; 
Beijerinck, 1913a,b; Gerretsen, 1937; Leeper and Swaby, 
1940; MacLachlan, 1941; Starkey, 1955; Timonin, 1950a,b). 
Reduction and solubilization of manganese in soils is well 
I 
i 
I 
i 
l 
! 
1-
~ 
~9.~ilibria (Barbier and Trocme~ 1950; Fu~imoto and 
f • • I 
Sherman, 1948; Mann and Quastel, 1946; Re,id .~nd . Miller~ 
1963; Sherman, McHargue and Hodgkiss, 1942; Starkey, 1955; 
Weir and Miller, 1962), or the interrelated factors of 
dissolved 02 and fermentative breakdown of' organic matter. 
5. The involvement of microorganisms in deposition 
of manganese in pipelines 
The question of whether the manganese deposit is brought 
about by microorganisms or whether it is a purely chemical 
process has been argued throughout the history of the prob-
lem in piplines. However, most authors (Baylis, 1924; 
Beger, 1938; van Beneden, 1955; Brown, 1904; Jackson, 1902; 
Jessen, 1932; Schilling, 1961; Schweisfurth and Mertes, 
1962; Schvleisf'urth, 1963; Tyler and Marshall, 1967a,b; 
Vollmar, 1914; Wolfe, 1960; Wolzog en-KUbr, 1927) have 
attributed at least an indirect role to microorganisms 
and proponents of a purely physico-chemical reaction are 
12. 
is ~-~.tlie ~rovl1 sf on 6i'6a) sur:f:iace!.' ontO.C>wlii;ch i d'i vaJJetit -:-rfiang:ari'ese 
i ·s·i.:afisoroed t6Wbe 6x:ildized~l)ylpfiystco:.::clfemic~l Vmearis, bUt 
~j(perilnenia1nw6rkehas? shbwn . that<:.mang.anese c'S.niiotf~readily 
be::lprecip:i::tatea'-fby: a=fifrio8p11er:1.c ~ ox:lla 'S.tion· beiowi abot!t <· pH 8 ·o to 
f)\~'lC~nchr, 4%1 j 
1'0t.lQ vWofzoken.:::Kllhr;' t.927;'Watertcfnj ~: ~ -954;~·M6rgan ~: an.(]· '• Stumm, · 
1'964) ~ c; ·i.However); :water:ton (1-954) "showed ,'tltat a :-ris·e ·j in -~ ·,, .. ::: 
v/ater ·-:pH•; upon··conta6t ·with ... the ~;cememt ' lining ··of a pipeline, 
was >SUf'ffcfent to tbri ng about ·. oxlaa:t ion , b:ST'pUrely chemical 
mean·s .• = · ' ' Thi·s : was, · however 1 , a - spe ci:al case. : , t • 
~· ·. ·.Where .:mi.croorganisms . have··been blamed as the causative 
agents l ; ·~ the ' ·sheathed bacteria (~Ghlamydobacteriales ) almost 
invariably -have been · implicated. · ·The .·history. of·. the 
sheathed bacteria, which· dates f'rom . 1836;o ' i:s bound · up .with 
deposits · of iron in pipelines -and natural seepages, ana 
it was not until- 1892 that Molisch· first noted manganese 
o~idation by this gr oup of bacteria (Zapffe, 1933). 
Later it was claimed (Zapffe, 1933) that four species of 
sheathed bacteria could 11 attack" manganese , some of them 
doing so in preference to iron. · Chlamydobacteria have been 
implicated as the cause of pipeline deposits by van Beneden 
(1955), Beger (1938), Jackson (1902}, Schorler (1904}, 
Vollmar (1914}, Wolfe (1960) and Zapffe (1931, 1933). 
Other authors refer to the ability of these organisms to 
oxidise manganese without specific reference to pipelines 
1;3, • 
. -; . 
(.~~~1~~w.tt~.?h ' 1~~\?<l;J jfopnson ,a,P.~:-~P~.o}te~s,, _. l9i6~\;.: ~l;'J~_p~.s~et.~, 
· -·"" -r:. ·C' __ .,.. • ,.. --
1;9L.49J}l,,;. 81(,; !1X_ql~e .. , .J t9l~~)1. ~ .. ,.Tfl~ip i~~JtP.m~m~;v: is confused, ana 
not all the names used by earlier workers are valid 
(Man d~l , ~.J?.~~!}.~·C?:~ ·:tP~ .. s~t_q~e ~ ~ . ·; ~~ ~=~·~L_ .. ~~}. ~~ ~ ! :· .. 1 ~ 64; Mulder 
ana ·van V.:~.~:~i'? ~1 :9~63 ;:; ,Pr ~pgsp.~i.OJ , ~1}49.~, ,_"Q.). It is clear 
.. - ··- . - ... ·- ~ - .... . .. . .., - .... -· . 
from Zapffe's review that the chlamydobacteria were hel d 
'" ':S 1 ' ' • • ' • 'J • 0 1 • 0 0 0 ' 0 f I ~ 
respon'si ble iri ' almost ·a1 1 cases aria ' inae·ea' eariy' attempts 
' 1- "': • -
to remove manganese frO'm wate r supplies employed filter 
beds seeded with these bacteria (Zapffe , 1.933). 
There were workers, however , who cla'imed that bacteria 
other than chlamydobacteria were r espon sible for manganese 
deposits. Thus von w·olzogen- Klfur ( 19 27) belie ved bacilli 
and cocci to be the principal oxidizers in his case. In 
more recent studies cocci ana bacilli have again been 
implicated (Mose and Bran tner, 1966; Schweisfurth and 
Mertes , 1962; Schweisfurth, 1963) and in the present 
investigation stalked , budding bacteria are considered 
to be the causative organisms (Tyler and Marshall, 1967a, 
b). Schweisfurth (1963 ) and Tyl er and Marshall (1967a,b) 
find that chlamydobacteria are rare and of no importance 
in their deposits . 
In recent years several puzzling new organisms which 
oxidise manganese in lake sediments have been described 
by Soviet microbi olog i sts (Zavarzin, 1961b, Perfil ' ev 
et al . , 1965) including the en i gmatic MetallQgeniu~ 
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Kosegarten (1957), Mann and Quastel (1946), and 
~~ •;, ~ • I., 0 , .. , ~' ~. : ~ ~ o ;,', .~ • 1 :•_. ' • " 0 J • - • ' • ,/ I • • .o. 0 "'o 
Zavarzin (1962) have all shovm that in soil perfusion 
( '.'. ~ : . ' . ·. . ; . ·- , ... 
~xperiments metabolic inhibitor~ such as sodium azide 
~-: ! ;,.' .· ! . _ .. . · .... -. - _ . ... . ·~ _· J ... 
prevent oxidation of manganese by poisoning the manganese-
~ . . ~ 
-
-. 
oxidizing bacteria. Other authors (Beijerinck, 1913a,b; 
Bromfield, 1956; Bromfield and Skerman, 1950; Gerretsen, 
1937; Leeper and S~aby, 1940; Timonin, 1950a,b) have 
demonstrated microbial oxidation of manganese using soil 
plaques or similar procedures, and various microorganisms 
.. 
capable of oxidizing manganese on artificial media have 
been isolated. However, in many cases a medium employing 
citrate or other hydroxyacids ~as used. Bromfield and 
Skerman (1950) showed that many microorganisms which 
oxidised manganese on citrate media could not do so in 
soil or on media free of hydroxyacids . Earlier, Sohngen 
(1914) had shown that hydroxyacids catalyze the autoxidation 
of manganous salts and that the role of microorganisms 
such media was simply that of raising the pH to the 
optimum value for the reaction. Nevertheless, many 
on 
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ffitcr.o.o ~gat:ii:s·OJs E:ha:v.e~ ino:w.1:b.e.~n ·1 ~;~~);at.~ a. c:erQm-is P:i·ls.; •1o:q 1s_.imp le 
me a·ia.-. ~no·t c on:t ai·ni:.ng (liyd:.Uo*yacJ.a.s .., tB.e~i:jer.inck ·l 61~91.:3.a} 
i·so·:t,~ated -;;Bacil·1us· ~mangani:~ rblitmZavar.zin n( 1:962;~}-··:do.ubts 
the\ tva:l1i .a t:t~~~ cb.f1·~t-hi~s. GB:p·e 9:_i e·s .' l_~~_r _9_mJ.::tel·cl~1..(i~J2Jl~sh owed 
tnat· ·!st·rai.ns o·:r rGor:Ynebac·t er iiiu!Tfc.a:nd ·.:Chrmno'bacteri·um~r:: E :. • 
oxtdizea;.·manganese ~-syne·rg.i sti)c:aJ}l;v.;: 1though the'.I·Gory.ne:oa·cterium 
was the 1.pri!nc-i-pe:I 'p·artner since it gave rise to a strain 
~hich could oxidize manganese in the absence of the 
Chromobacteri urn~. Zavar~in ( 19.-9.~· ).· . is c:>~ate d <:tW~ r-s trains 
of Pseudomonas ·· w:q.ic~ also oxidized manganese by an uneqllal 
synergism. Aristovskaya (1961) described oxidation of 
manganese by Pedomicrobium, a new stalked, budding 
bacterium from soils near Leningrad, and Tyler and Marshall 
(1967a,b} isolated a similar organism from manganese 
deposits in pipelines . Houever, pure culture studies 
have shown that this latt er organism is a pleomorphic 
strain of ~phomicrobium and that the genus Pedomicrobium 
is probably invalid (Tyler and Marshall, 1967c) . 
Manganese-oxidizing actinomycetes have been isolated 
from soil (Baars, 1950; Timonin, 1950b) and oxidation of 
manganese by soil fungi has been widely reported (Beijerinck, 
1913a,b; Bromfield and Skerman, 1950; Thiel, 1925; 
Timonin, 1950a,b ). Similar fungi have also been 
repeatedly isolated from manganese deposits in fresh~ater 
environments (Wolzogen-KQhr, 1927; Schweisfurth and 
;. .. 
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M(-···e··r.t. ~e· . ·,s .. ,...., . ".' 1~9'"' 6~--2("!'r.;.1 '·s·: c . ~h··-~~.-.~e ~i·· .·s~. +>~ u:. t. r' t' h"'.~, ·'I,, . ,.., .. ~ ... . • o r.• i - ~,,.,.-: , .•. · , . • · ., l-~· • H • · .~. -· ~ 1'963';· Tyi(:}f, ·ana Whir~:tUdi; ' ·· :,· 
6Jgnk·liti~s e ' by' 'fling i .; may b(/' attri bu t~cf'= to: ~n . ~ri igttt~ tic --' '; r•. _; ' 
§S}~biont \7hicli he '!niimes ·J\~etaiiogeniun( s~mbioticum: · · · 
are so · peculiar (Zavarzin, 1963) th~t some aoubt rema:iiis 
as to its authenticity. 
7. The role of microorganisms in ox1aation 
of mangane~ 
The mechanism of microbial oxidation of manganese has 
been the subject of much speculation ana little experi-
mentation. However, the efficiency of the mechanism is 
clearly demonstrated by the accumulation in pipelines of 
thick deposits containing up to 50% manganese even though 
the water flowing through the pipes may contain only 
minute amounts of manganese (Myers, 1961; Tyler and 
Marshall, 1967a; Wolfe, 1960) ana, in fact, only minute 
amounts of any dissolved substances. Alexander (1961) 
and Silverman and Ehrlich (1964) divide possible 
mechanisms into indirect and direct categories. 
{a) Indirect action 
In indirect oxidation there is no enzymatic interaction, 
.;-/:::~;~ ; ' .. 
··~· .. 
. ~,~1~lrri: 17• 
:_ ·'.i~,.~>:.the ····mi_croprganisms· .. 7brt'ng.i-ng~about oxi.dati·on by.Cge·nerati,ng 
I ~ :'·:.:?• !" '~ f: :' '; ·-·:" .. • 
'··: ,)t;.:'; ~, . ':~~i~cffZ.~ng :~'cotidtti.ons, '. or otherwi·se 't·al t ·ering ·=-·the c-environment. 
·-::<:. i.~ k.::·:.:( ~r . : · _ . .. .. ,·,. ~ .. -... ... ,, .... ·. . . ... . . '~.-.; .;;.;J::r.~ ~:·. ·.: Ip :th~ s ccategor.y ts c:the.t.cataJ,:yt:Lc ¢autox~'dat~ on ~;of' ,·ma:nganous 
"'; :,' ]~r.t:: , s ..:r ts d n cme a i-a ceo n t a i'ii i ng hyar o xy a:C'i as '( s <'> hiii Ein ;:~1 ~ 1'4) ~~ 
J)·(~; .. t_; Op ,..·s:uch riledi'a;: ,..microorgani'sms ~-:tJrtng about r!oxidat·ioh -··s·imply 
/' ";( ' .. \ 
S'>' J::;: . 
. ~}i:~:· 
: ::·\ 
organi-c -:·moie.ty,.'!ofl ,.ior.gano.:.mangane<se ~che lates .:pr\esent in 
the vtater , tthe·re1by ; depositing .re.s-id ual: ._.manganese .~ (Bayli's , 
t924';· .Silverl'\1an ~and -,EhrJLich;. 196!~).. -=· .Aris tovslcaya · ( 1961.) 
f'ound -:-that .bacte·r-ia ·.-could .:pr.eci--pi-ta:te ·both iron . and 
mangane.sei.iby.-:·,th:is. method and Gruner ( 1922) and Harder 
( 191 9) .:-hav.e al_s -.o, sugg~_sted that chlamydo_l?~c_-~e~ia may 
p~ecii?i_t:ate. ire.n by .. removal of an organic ligand.-
. . 
(b) Direct action 
In direct action, microorganisms are thought to 
interact enzymatically with manganese compounds, either 
autotrophically or heterotrophically. The autotrophic 
oxidation of iron by Thiobacillus ferroxidans i s well 
proven (Si l verman and Lundgren, 1959) and it seems very 
l ikely that the same is true for Gallionella (Kucera and 
Wolfe, 1957; Sartory and Meyer, 1948. However, autotrophy 
has not been demonstrated in manganese - oxidizing bacteria 
though enzymatic oxidation of manganese by heterotrophic 
i 
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l!!_~~~OQf.:gag4:§£!l~n ~e Y.~~~h pr9]2ap4,~'!; tn., Si!:~v§r~?P · ~nd. Ei+rl:ich : 
t~~~§!f) H~Rpsider that the experiments with metabolic 
inhip).:~~;'~.i'l (¥~'997S,ngl. Q~~4ff:i~l, .~ t9}J6~ :.'p~oy~d~ . ~ l?:l!r.ong 
~g§~.g~:pign . ., 9f:J §qgl].,., aq:Pi;v;i ~Y .~ - -)3;rom~i~Ild · ,( 1956.) . f~~tfl:e.L 
~~~~ ~~ ~ ~Q~~?.c~~lgl~~:~pzyme . §Y~~~m was _ t~v9lved when 
Corynebac\teri.!!m ·(Q~id~zed - ma7;1g~e~~·: :- Kent~n and Mann 
1(.}, ~5C?)r- c;1«?SP~~be9 ,· a,_. ~ys!tem, in . whiq:tl .. divalent manganese 
~gs o;;9ized by an oxidation product of a phenolic 
substrate in a plant extract containing peroxidase, and 
Andre~e _(.~_ 9_55) : "P .~~tu).at~d that manganese was oxidized by 
the oxid~~~on-~~?duct of a ~ydrogen donor in a system 
containing catalase. 
. ' 
The question of the nutrition of Sphaerotil~ 
. . : 
discophorus has been the subject of long and controversial 
investigation and the question is still not solved though 
Skerm~n (1959) regards it as a facultative autotroph. 
Recently, Johnson and Stokes (1966) obtained oxidation 
of manganese by washed cell suspensions of g. disc£gho~ 
and presented good evidence that oxidation is brought 
about by an inducible enzyme. Mulder (1964), however, 
claims that oxidation in this species is caused by 
diffusible metabolic products, and Johnson and Stokes 
admit that their results can be explained in terms of 
the inducible e nzyme producing metabolic products of the 
type considered by Mulder. None-the-less, they consider 
:·w . ~!? .l! 1 i .~ ( 1 r.'l') •· ) I·Ir··J ·, 1 •1;: 1 'i -;.z 'J' • 'r' 1 l' ·' "''l.-3 OXl.aa·tt'l:On. / v "'!- 0 \.: · ' •• . • -t- I I ... t-' '· •• ('..< . l• 1 ( •• .,..... ' . .. ~ ' ~ . 1 : 
[\s· d'Eb..~i:i!&1i) ~1 9t57) ~·pres·eiits ' tlie I strongest evidence for 
enzymatic .oxipation of ma nganese by microorganisms. Cell 
(, 1 · ' " · c · > · \ .• 
·. . t..... :: ~ ~ • . • -~ .... ~ .!..' 
free extracts Qf .a marine mang~nese-~odule bacterium 
I ,• ~ .. 1. l • • ~: • : : ':' •• : ', • · f- ,..' ~ ., ,• .' 1 I~ ~ .. (' -;:~)'•• , !,·' ·· ,...~ ~ 
brought about oxidation of manganous salts. The active 
• • • '• • • •, : ~I • ,~,_ ,. ' • .,;_ \ : ,-·~· •• • ·~: • • ' ,. , -. ''"I 
pr~nciple . was t}?.erm~~a'J?~le and susceptible to enzyme 
\ •. !. • ,. 
poisons. 
B. Th~~le of microorganisms in reduction 
and solution of manganese 
As in the case of microbial oxidation of manganese 
both direct ana indirect processes are involved. 
(a) Indirect action 
Many reports of microbial reduction of manganese 
corr e l ate bacterial activity with organic matter and low 
redox potential. When or ganic matter accumulates in 
water or soils with low dissolved oxygen concentrations 
microbial oxidation of t h e organic debris lowers the 
oxygen and redox l evels , and releases organ i c complexing 
acids . All these factor s favour solution of manganese . 
Ingels ana Wilroy (1963) consider that when a new 
reservoir i s f l ooded , mi crobiologi cal dec ompo si ti on of 
the flooded vegetation l eads to solution of manganese by 
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·~l'Hl '· ('bJ erlSi~~6~"~&tf~ci' u:) .~<:> ···,..· lYp'J, }hll,;; t:n· ~.~ ~~--; 
P~;i~fn~ ·;~~~ ' N~v;~lli -.{1962) ~Kr~i~a ~~t~~~;im~~ts 
~ :) c t ;; ~. !-. t ,., ~~ 1·~t= ,.. . ! ;":! I' "' ~· • • .. 4> • • • ,...~ · ·: ! r b • l ..... . ~. ·~ r t ,.. . '...l r1 · : .")' (-~ 'j,: · 
in which growing bacteria ' siiccessfuily''ieached high ' . . , 
,' t':'.:'ld L -~ · ~ · · r~r; (~ f ·:; r.. .v r~ C· 4 J .~ • . v ~ .._ \o · ·: ~ . 
concentrations of soluble manganese from low-grade ores, 
I' ·. ' ht:.,.. a ·, ... · l~i· -:. . .... t ,.' \ ,.,0 ., f:. i""' , : ·r . .. ... . :- ·~ e l l ') ' .. r~ . f' 
ana E:b.riicb.. (1963b) reportea · a simiiar a:trect bact~rial . 
! ' 1~.'\r.~ t : · ., - (~ ' ~'~ $ ~,. i{ ~'~ ·. ·,_; · ~ ~ ~ .. : ~ .~ · ' J..• I·' • ':f : '-.0:. ··- f~1 
leaching of marine manganese noaules. · ·vavra and Frederick 
( 1952) ~hov1~d that i~ . p~rfu;siori ~~~rimE:mt~ '•bact:~ria ' 
• .., l • •• ·.:; • • ~ t 
accelerated the release of divalent mangariese .. from ·soils. 
Howeve~, .: in . all these cases organic matter was present 
ana essential ana, although the bacteria appeared to play 
. . 
a direct role, it is likely that the mechanism was ·an 
incidental effect. Hochster ana Quastel (1952) and Mann 
ana Quastel (1946), however, have provided eviaence that 
manganese can act as an alternative terminal hyarogen 
acceptor in place of oxygen auring anaerobic bacterial 
respiration, thus acting directly with an enzyme system. 
9. Conclusions 
From the above review it is clear 
a) that the oxidation ana aeposition of manganese in 
pipelines ana tunnels conveying freshwaters is of 
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~'Y'J q~.P,_P.~~e~a.) jo qpgy;re;p~ e.:;-. ·i?P.:Ch.:tlla:;t ,YT,he_re.1..such:: .:.de:po.s:i::t :i:on 
<..o!~CJI;J!~?-<ii~'j(g-~y~-'s 1rJ.~?~i rfi-9~ ·c;:_opsiderable problems, both 
in domestic ana industrial water supplies. 
In ~- ~-. t;:;;;c ,~i ;-: '-~'~•-:-r:: • ,·n.:: ,:l> 1 .• . t: ~ J ~··::,.r· : t ~- r, ,.:~~·~. ! -~ ;. ··. : ~ ... :1 •:\~,.,p 
that ~here stratification develops, manganese can 
n l ~ ".(; • ·. t ::. r Lc~ "~ ' ... ~ ·•·. I . . r; · . . . . . ;, ~ -l ~-) i·~ (~ ·-t : ·,-r ·v~-./ (~ ~ ·~:: (:) 
c) 
enter solution from the mud or from manganiferous 
. , ; r . ~ e . . . ! l ~ .. 
roclcs in the beds of reservoirs, under the anaerobic 
conditions of the hypolimnion • 
• • ; • • • • •• • • ~ • • j. • • : • • • ! : .. ~ · •.•• ·l ;· ' : 
tlia:t . similar "processes 'Of . oxid~1t1oii and reduction of 
m~nga~ese oc9ur wide~y - in so~~s, ~~~re there i~ ~. 
• • • • • • ' • • • • 0 ' • • .. · " 
manganese cycle base9 on r~qox equilibria. Mangan~se 
' ; 
solubilized in soils of la~e catchments may be a 
source of dissolve~ manganese in lakes. 
a) that there is strong evidence for involvement of 
microorganisms _as agents of deposition ana solution 
of manganese in both freshwater and . soil environments. 
e) that in most early reports the sheathed bacteria 
(chlamydobacteria) were believed to be the sole 
oxidizing organisms whereas some later reports have 
implicated other types of bacteria. 
f) that the mechanism of microbial transformati ons of 
manganese is not clear but that both indirect· 
transformations ana direct, enzymatic transformations 
are likely, depending on circumstances. 
g) that the existing literature is confused ana often 
contradictory ana, in the case of freshwater studies, 
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i ·s· marked by laclc of continlli ty of study and control 
of experimental conditions. 
rin~these_,ci.r~cums~~B:nP.~.s t~J~.J?Y~~n_:LJ.~.estig~~J.o.I! ... was 
l. . • • - t }'; ,. ·.. ~ ~ . 
wi tli jus;t.ifica ti on commen ced as a ( p.i'oad surv~y-~.of the~ I I · ..... _,. ~ ."' _.. f 
i • ~· ! ... 'r · _ _,· .. z(-. .,,~.(::r;t;r~~ -"" .. 
. ·' T . . ~ \ .J-. • . -- : I problem lln asman~:a. ..,,,., .. .... ~... · . ~. ·' ··. · · ·. ·· ; 
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C. · IN.i'RODUCTI.ON TO THE PROBLEM IN: T:ASMANIA ~·~·.'· . v. 
1 ~------vr-=--r: -· .· tJ J .. ._~ .. - .l 
,. . • - ~... ..- . - t' . .• : 
~ : ~~ ' 
. .. .. ·~ .. ' ' •' " • ' ; Y( 
: Whe.n~ the pre~eh:t investigation c~.mmenced · little was 
. "'- " . \ ........ ~ t.:f ~.. . t -~ . . ~ · J ' •• • \. ~ . ! . 
lcno\m ab'9r~ji · the·:.; :problem· <~\~n ; Tasmanfa. ~It was ~vident : that 
• •. ·~':' l, · •. ... . I 
in 'some pip·t?lines a depos4 t contai~ing ··as·· much as 40% 
i :.,... f' : ..• .• . . . . • , . - ' 
manganese o:c::curred ,_ fol?mtng a liqing about 7 mm thick, 
· ~ . ·, :•' . ' ;e 
and' that this : was re·sponsible·. fo.r significant head loss • 
.. . ,, • . . i-
. .. - , . .. . . 
The deposits .occu~red o:niy in the Derwent pipelines, · 
' 
carrying waters of ·Lake King William (Fig. 2). After 
,. 
installation of new pipeli nes· at the Tarraleah and Butler's 
.. 
Gor·ge power stations, the head loss gradually built up 
until it reached a maximum afte r about six months. When, 
at ~ later d~te, the Liapo otah, Wayatinah and Catagunya 
power stations were commi ssioned further downstream, a 
similar situation developed. 
In contrast to this, the Shannon ana Waddamana pipelines, 
carrying waters of Great Lake (Fig . 2), had remained 
practically free of' deposit over a period of 40 years . 
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Map of the Central Plateau of Tasmania , showing 
the l ocation of lakes, pipelines , power stations 
and the biological sampling points on the lakes. 
d:1rgJtl1llfil:e.pO'Bidues present , but it was mainly organic 
mv.~ •emi1h ~~ dDQlgAD.e_.963oCe~n H ~;plpdtnes :f'rom 
~.~ Elm-o atlct. ·~bm ~e~.rfft. V& Bilv..el' !Ultil1• l'Mtt. be"etl ·~exami!llle a 
i.a deta~l but w&re: !bel1.i!vet1· ·to-~ ha!'j!e? ·no -se~aus.. 4e'J)os1:te . 
Tbe pzoblem. 1:11 TEBmami-a. naturalll' r-e.aol ve.a . itself· in~ a 
c.oC>mparifl'on ~ · the si tuati.on 1mt the, Lake• ..K;lng-. William area 
and the ~reat· Lake area. 
'!'he main le:kes at present ut-ilized fo-r generation e>f 
hydro-electri·c1 t.y in 'fasmania are en the Central Plateau 
of the State, between 41 . 5° and 42.5° latitude· South and 
at elevations between 714 and 1030 m (Fig. 2) . 
Lake King William is an artificial reservoir formed 
by damming the Derwent River in 1947. It lies at an eleva-
tion of 768 metres. The main arm follows the course of 
the flooded Derwent river and is approximately 68m deep 
at the downstream end. The Guelph Arm, which flooded a 
flat plain, is approximately 20m deep. Depths vary 
greatly, however, depending on inflow and outflow. 
Lake St. Clair, the source of the Derwent River, is 
a deep glacial lake at an elevation of 793 metres. The 
level has been raised slightly by damming and the depth 
at the deepes t point is now ap proximately 200m. Lake 
St. Clair and Lake King William provide the water for 
the Derwent system of power stations. It is in the 
pipelines supplying these st ations that heavy deposits 
. i 
or s r~icrnf. ;..:, ·-~ !."}.:· .1., .. : r.il~ -:~,- :\···~.'> \, (<'1.· 
~e't~~~@ "':.\~ .. a ~a~ge~ a.~1-.,.l18.~~al , l~~- at ~,.,·.~·: ., . ~ 
eleve.UoQ .. 1~~ -,1Q.~O., . a~ ... ~he qe;n~:a:e.l r ~la~~ll •. \.~t has an 
2 f~ea. qf' _.1J,lPl:~~QJa~ely ~59 ~~ , a~ ,. tu;L~ .. stor!lge ;1-~.ve:J, t and 
a meaa., d~~~ ~ , 10m - oyer a ; ~~t . bo~tom • . 'fJut . lo."el •• 
raise4 ~~ da iqg in 1922. Q~til . recently the water was 
developed sonthwards th~ough .the Shannon and Waddamana 
. ' -
power stations bQt since 1965 Great ~~ke yater has been 
utilized northwards thr ough the ne~ Poatina power station. 
Arthur's Lakes lie to the East of' Great Lake, at an 
elevation ot 952m. They are approximately 5m deep with 
f'lat, sandy bottoms, but during the c ourse of' this 
investigation a dam was constructed whi ch raised the 
levels and united the lakes. At t he t i me of' the investi-
gation, Arthur's Lakes water was not being used though 
a plant was being in s talled to pump Arth ur's Lake s water 
into Great Lake . In view of' t he possibility tha t thi s may 
pr oduce man ganese depos i t s in the Poatina p i pelines, 
Arthur's Lakes were als o i nvestigated. 
D. AIMS 
The aims of th e presen t i nvestigati on are 
1) t o survey the Tasmanian case of a manganese deposit 
in pi pe l ines and to compare t he storages and catchments 
~6: 
8it t"fla e' d11cf :f.alte ftia 
J1D•a 'tfi '-" ~ijt'_~te"" tt{ rea~dns tb f the''prssettee 01' absen'Oe 
tak'~ o:r'J in~ganss~ · (Jepo$1 ts '' in !1!he:' twb systems : ~ ... 
2) t :td ~~t~~ fn{, ?the nature 'of the ~nganese deposit anc! 
'!!:c. tliS ->' ag~tiey '"6y •h1eh ox1:dation ana ·preetpttation is ~ 
1·'~ 1 l>ro~J:ltKabout · tn the .. pipelinEis. ' 
-'' ,, to ~!eWe 'microbial tnvol~ement 1 to determine the 
- gp~ci~s of microorganisms concerned ana their relative 
. ,, . imp r 'tance as deposi tot's ot manganese. 
4) to consi~er the morphOlogy and b1ol6gy ot the implicated 
microorganisms in relation to their efficiency in 
coibnfltng and dominating -the pipe surface and in 
oxi~tzing manganese. 
5) to consider possible mechanisms of oxidation ot 
manganese in the pipeli nes and of reduction and 
solu tton ot manganese in the catchments. 
6) to predict the probability of troublesome deposits 
occurring when lakes and rivers are exploited in the 
, 
fa.tnre. 
E. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
1. ~£!s.!:ound ecolQ.gy ot.._lakeLand catchments 
!he lakes principally investigated were Lake King 
William, Lake St . Clair, Great Lake, and Arthur's Lakes 
(Fig. 2). 
I . 
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eCJ 'P 
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. 
r c ¥e i~acti,~ 
tJtK ~ e~ :• o ~~ '"'-. 
g,J' ; ~ ~ ~ i . 0 e~ 
~ 9ltf0 ~ SWPt p . s 
B'gntJn~ ... ,. ~''~ ~d~ ~-, ~ 5 J ~0f . r8t, ·~e~t.'11'a ~Mapl~P .. 
JA~~~a r ~ _ n ~~ ~i~~~~J ~~9) ~ 1.f~~cM~ig9s ~~SftiDst 
igc? ,
1 
o~i:ijP~~r r:. p.gs~~R~ ~q , ~~ .. ~ . k~~ea~g~;yq! ~i ~~ . the 
T~~ag~~f- ~~~?-:eth (1963) and American Public Health 
Asso U~i~R f~~~ ·~~~~~O)r ~~~g~~ e~ .. an~~J~qs t'e~~ ,· t.t-·,~~ 
~fr~ 4at"~\ .. ~~\: tg.~ .jTf~~a9~~~ ~" ~S)l;~ln~~Q~ -:~~~~t-1. s~~ !'!.: 
~~e .,~,~~~s ~~t,~  ~~~6Q) 0 • ~"'.l~~ ~~. 1 ·•~ .• ·,-it.e· 
_ . ~~':'~;~~Uf~?gei>~~-:·V~~f'~~~s1. ~ft the ,~~f ~ ~ ~~r~ ~8¥R~CJet~ 
using thermistor, and transparency was determined with 
J.., .. I' t< 
a Sec~i disk and water telescope (Welch, 1948). Samples 
f'or ~iss?\~~ .. d ~~ge~ 4~t,~m~na~\.o~s .. ~~~ t~~en .,with .a 
. . .. ,, .. ·- . ; - . . - - . - - .... -- ~-- .... - . .. -- ·- .. -
Kemmerer-type closing bottle {We1Ch,1948) and determined 
by the ·-·nat'erbe;g.:azltcie· nio.lii :tica'ti.on cit the Winkler method 
(APBA , f960) . • . I ' I ., 
Qua1'1-tativ~ piankton samples 1fere taken by towing a 
-planktttn net . Of 60p. pore. 'stze. Plankton was examined live 
w1 th a M~rthur~ hand mieroscope whtie other samples were 
rixeCJ with 4~ formalin or iodine solution f'or examination 
in ~he laboratory. 
2. · Chemical analyses of pipeline deposits 
Whenever a pipeline could be opened, samples were 
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~~:.QO!~ l"ffGI~ ~1· w• tHb lciit' ~/lC' ~) 8 
t 
ifYj 'r:atfiHftlti ~ tthJe hcf~ -.y~ '~rape d. 
4"Wfi>N ~~ .. ..t' ... ~ W1nt ~ fJ"'lH 8tf6 · r e~ ear t1t ·:the 'ta 'tioti'a ~or y 
/~o •· · Sampling was carried oo.t as soon 
as m'fi lit'a~ Edit a i~Ja; 1;~6-/i tlie -•ae.P0.1 ts lia d ~ . ~- "f 
Ji\DJ ·:• nl~ ~.;;...,. •·"·"' tr- • ~ ) · ·~ ... 1 , ., ·,, .. ._ , • arZl!Ja on1 BDJ:,y ~· ... • • · ~ ' ... -- - • • . . ·-
,._.,(. 'Is t~ -cKemteal -an\il'j~is ·we~e ·arte~ ·'to' eonstan-t 
~'gbt •at l'-fo~Pd ·sri~' the '-pereEtttta'ge eon~Po$'1 t'fotf dettfitmined 
lri l"~flWods ' bas'ici ,on those o't ~A· ( 1!60 y -to~ 'water • . I 
'l'he · Mafiylr~nf wire ··cal'rie'd oo.t by' ··uie· ~asmanian Government 
.fDn,rl. · ··.fi · · .. ... 
' 
-::·r '·· r·· :- ... ,. ,. .. -
Beeao.se of the difficulty of frequent access to 
• .• , .. f, 
~1pelines, simple laboratory apparatus was devised to 
.. ~~ • 0 ~ 
si~~late conditions in the pipelines. When certain 
. ' 
natural waters were circulated in this apparatus, deposit 
containing oxidized manganese was produced . As the 
concentration of manganese and other ions is very low in 
the natural waters it was necessary to circulate a 
relatively large volume of water, so providing a sufficient 
total amount of essential elements which oould be extracted 
from the water by bacteria adsorbed on surfaces placed 
in the flowstream. Water for use in these tests was 
,, 
~nl!ectea rrom the lakes in 25 litre polyethylene cans, 
t previouslJ rinsed with concentr~tea hydrocLoric acid. 
. } ,. 
·' -~~ , ~ .. ,. .... ~ 
Before sampling, ~h~ ~s weye w~ll ~rtnse~ with lake , 
water to conbta~t pH ' 
The a~pa,atus (~g. 3) consists ot ~ closed 250 litre 
polyethylene drum trom the base of .1hidh water siphons 
I 
. 
aDd passes through 3 em - diameter tubes into a sealed 
bottle. Prom there it is returned to the drum by an 
airlift. Plastic and glass tubing was used throughout 
to avoid havi~ metal parts in contact with the eter, 
'" , 
and light was exclo.,de(f~rom ta~ sy..stem to prevent the 
• .. ?~~"·- • •.l 
.. ~ -
development of Blgae. R~moveable surfaces tor inspection 
'• 
of deposits consisted o.tjrows of microscope . eoverslips 
·-..:• ,. 
held obliquely in~ f,low· by p1astie holders. Before 
. ,,h.. . 
use, the drums were .ater1 ed by· steaming for 1 hour. 
All glass compooents were ~toclaved before use and new 
•.' 
rubber and plastic to. bing \lSed .each time. When necessary , 
water was sterilized by autoclavimg in glass containers 
for 1 h our at 120°0 in batches of 25 litres. The presence 
ot oxidized manganese in the deposits Which formed in 
this apparatus was confirmed by the benzidin e test 
(Bromfield, 1956) and by oxidizing to permanganate with 
sodium periodate. The equipment was used to study the 
mechanism of oxidation, to compare the severity of the 
problem in different waters and to predict the likelihood 
il 
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Fig. 3. The recirculatory apparatus used to study 
manganese deposition. Note deposits (arrowed). 
(' , ... )• l ( -! ~. hll \ 1'!" .... ~ • {. . , 
.. • • I .. ., • • 4 
, • "' :.• ; W' l..•: J \ • fl: I 0 4i t • ' .... , l .' •• :, '.1 
De.~-tf \.~(>m ;~~- j>,i~l~~.n~&~ i ~~. OOJ the .laboratory 
I. • • . . 
equipme¥. 1er.e. $l'.o~ be..~ween ;'t{~o gr~.~dgl&&&. itlides and 
plated., ut;; .~ ._~i~utto-n. series. ,oB v.ar.iaus media. Alt~rna-
··-'- __ .... -
tivelJ-. ..a s,terile loop was dipped into the deposits and 
strea~. ;-OD vario~s ·media. The rollowing media were used: 
. . 
a) PC lled\p.m (after Pringsheim, 1949a) - "Difco" yeast 
extract , 0.05g; Mnso4 . 4H20, 0 . 02g; "Difco" agar, 20g ; 
tap water, 1 litre. This was used for initial platings 
of deposit. Manganes~-oxidizing organisms were 
readily detected on this medium by means of the brown 
(..O f\l-c. i n ·, "'j 
colonies ~manganese oxides which they produced . 
b) EM Medium (after Bromfield, 1956) - KH 2Po4, 0.05g; 
Mgso
4
.7H20, 0.02g; (NH4 ) 2so4 , 0.1g; ca3(Po4 ) 2 , 0.1g; 
Mnso4.4H20, 0.05g; "Difco" yeast extract, 0 .05g ; 
"Difco" agar, 20g; distilled water, 1 litre. This 
was used fo r the same purpose as PC medium. 
c) Z1 Medium (after Zavarzin, 1961a)- Mnco3 , 1g; 
Agarose (Seravac Laboratories ), 5g; t ap water, 1 
litre . This was used for certain fungi which 
oXidized manganese. 
d) i~7 Media . For maint enance , and sometimes for initial 
]2. 
pr•tS~ ~~~t o . ~t1 W~P~ . i~:roiJ.,a. ~Pr- ~r~a.i!' :oJ ;H!r,~_op. fl.~d 
ae111 c ~t 1- J~~~!JJ .._~_re-;.~t~,. .. .· ~, ... -~ ·~·· .... - ... · ... 
the ~.US~"~~JF~· -.. ~2~4 1 - 1 • 36~; . ~!-2HfR4• ~!' 1 ~~H, (~4)2~94• 
r~A~; 9·~~ · ~1.so4.JHG!O~ . o.!2g; caQ1"2.2,2o, ~ o .• o1e;; Fesoa .. 7J12o, 
s. _. ~·~~ ~~n:~o4.4li2Q, _ 0.2g_, ~m411oo4.2H2o, o.o025g; 
,~l>-~{~9~ ~~~~' 2Pg; Qistilled ~~~er, 1 litre_. _. 
~~ '~-]! !e,diwn- 337, with methano~ ~~pour as Qarbon 
f!~O~ree. . ., 
.. .. 
JJ~ !~d~- 337, with incorporation of. 3.37 g/1 
ca3BBzH~l as carbon source. In all 337 media 
phosphates were autoclaved separately and added 
asept_~ cally to the cooled medium . 
e) For maintenance of fungi and bacteria (other than 
hyphomicrobia) respectively, potato dex(ose agar (PDA) 
and nutrient agar (NA) slants were used. Hyphomicrobia 
were maintained on 337MH. 
As growth of various fungi frequently swamped the 
plates before oxidizing bacteria had time to grow, fungal 
development was prevented whe re necessary by incorporating 
Actidione (= Cycloheximi de) in th e medium at a concentration 
of 400 pg/ml. 
Natural de"Posits from pipelines, and the deposits 
"'"""~wouo tJn rtb: <:l&lfe:t('81t'G.I'Y wel'e ·&urstfeltde4 ·tn ~ 'oxal. t~ 
ott~ ~<to ~~·:-'tHe-. mangau&s:e. k-r.t&~ !IJeVeral wash in~s 
t ~~n~1:auit~rial·. was exaartne~-~ fn aque01os motints b7 
~e 'OntJias-t· micro&ClOpy 01· by ttlansmi t teet light af'ter 
s'hinii.~,·-"ii th elirool t'UchS111 • . 
·r · K~1i»01!gan1:snts in pure, · agar: -eal tures 1'1&1!e $xatnin&<S 
b~ s~aaShiDg amder the eaverslip a bloek of a~ar e0ntaining 
•he O(j.lon1-.e9. Wh$.:re ne ceseary tiJaogahese was removed with 
oxalic aeid, and the agar by leaching with hot water. 
~omtcrographs were taken by tungsten or electronic 
flash illumination on Ilf'ord FP3 f'ilm developed in Agf'a 
Rodinal at 1:15 dilution tor 8 mins. at 20°0 . 
Some electron micrographS of' thin sections were taken 
by Dr. Y. T. Tehan using the methods of' Tehan and Webber 
(1966). Others were taken by the author, using the same 
methods plus lead-citrate staining by the methods of' 
Reynolds (1963). Unless otherwise acknowledged , negative-
· stained and shadow-cast micrographs were taken by the 
author, using the methods of' Kay (1965), under the 
direction of' Professor A.B. Wardrop. 
For ele ctrophoretic studies of hyphomicrobia, cells 
from a pure culture grown on medium 337MH were washed 
•, 
' 
twtce 1a a rase otn.~tlf-f'er selu-ttone · on ionic strength 
" , 
0.015. Mea~-8n~ Of. · vel.~it~ . wer.e re. ~r a distance 
of' 69p at 2~0d in an assembli resembling that ot Loveday 
Blld James ;: { ~ 957 ) . Readings: were taken. on a least 10 
";;: I • ,._ 
1ndivtdaai ~~efls in; both d~ections , and the average 
velociltJ ~~ ~ed t~ calcq,l.ate e~eotrophoretic mobility. 
I • 
Pall detail$ of buffer co~ositions and calculations ot 
mobility are given by Marshall (1967) . 
F. RESUI..If S 
1. General L$ke Ecology 
(a) Te~eratQre r egimes 
Over the lakes area, · mean air temperatures range from 
o o · 2 C in the winter to 11 C 1n summer. All the lakes are 
exposed and subject to frequent high winds. Under these 
conditions, summer lake t emperatures remain relatively 
low and the lakes do not stra tify. They appear to be 
thoroughly mixed throughout the year. Ice does not 
torm except in sheltered bays. Figs . 4-11 show the 
temperature/depth profiles for the l akes under investiga-
tion. The graphs show that, in general, the lakes are 
either compl etely mixed or else there is a smooth, gradual 
drop in t emperature from top to bottom . Thus the lakes 
approximate to the "3rd Order Temperate-type" of Whippl e ' s 
8 
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Fig. 5 
Figs. 4-5· Temperature/depth profiles of the Guelph Arm 
and Main Arm of Lake King William. The 
hatched horizontal line represents the lake 
bottom. 
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Figs. 6-7. 
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Fig. 7 
Temperature/depth profiles for Lake St. Clair 
and Tungatinah Lagoo n. Temperatures were not 
recorded below 70m in Lake St . Clair. 
Figs. 8-9. 
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Temperature/depth profiles for the Christmas, 
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Lake Date Sample Dissolved Sa.rtaoe 
-.. 
r .,, 'l 
. r L ., .' : 1. · d?~f 
' 1 t: I t) It. .!.• ·--·r: ... 
L~ke Xing 1Will1~ . 
9ttelph Arm 3. 9. 63 0 
, 
Lake King William 2.7.63 ' 0.9 
Main Arm 
Lake St. Clair 
Great Lake, 
Christmas Bay 
Great Lake, 
South Brandon 
Bay 
3.9.63 0 
3.9. 63 20 
8 . 10. 6~ 0 
9.10. 63 0 
30 
61 
3. 7. 63 0 
31.7.63 0 
3.7.63 0.9 
31.7.63 0 
. (yge) 
mg/1 
10.6 
11. 2 
11. 1 
10.7 
10.2 
10.5 
1 o. 5 
10.7 
11.6 
11 . 8 
11 . 3 
11 . 6 
': 
'l'gmp • . 
c 
7.2 
4.2 
7.4 
5.8 
11.8 
9.4 
7.2 
2.0 
2.5 
2.0 
2.2 
' ~ 
Al. ti tude 
ef Lake 
surface 
(metres~ 
714 
714 
714 
714 
714 
737 
737 
737 
1030 
1030 
1030 
1030 
*Calcula ted f r om the nomogram of Mortimer (1956) 
~ oxygen 
sata.ra-
tion 
98.6 
98.6 
104.6 
98.1 
106.3 
103.5 
98.0 
96 .1 
99.4 
93.8 
97.2 
40. 
classification (Welch, 1935). However, during periods of 
calm they may have temporary thermal stratification or the 
beginnings of this, as in the shallow Guelph Arm of Lake 
King Will iam in February 1964 (Fig. 4) and even the 
Y i nJZ 
deeper main arm of this lake (Fig. 5) on the same day. 
In Tungatinah Lagoon, which is shallow and comparatively 
sheltered, this tendency is more frequent (Fig. 7). 
(b) Dissolved oxygen 
c 
. . . 
f • • 
. ~ 
1 t. 
Dissolved oxygen determinations were carried out during 
the early months of the investigation. The results are 
shown in Table 1, where the dissolved oxygen concentrations 
have been converted to percentage saturation and corrected 
for the altitudes of the lakes . The results indicate that 
oxygen was distributed throughout the depth of the lakes 
at near saturation level. As the initial chemical reactions 
of the Winkler method must be carried out in the boat 
immedi ately after sampling, and as the lakes were invariably 
rough, the deviations fr om 10o% saturation are more likely 
to be experimental error than true variations. Throughout 
the period of the investigation, temperature readings 
showed that the lakes were well-mixed and, therefore, 
oxygen determinations were discontinued. It is very 
probable that the lakes are highly oxygenated throughout 
their depth and throughout the year . 
(o) Chemi9al conditions 
The . res~r~ ~6·;;~emical analyeee r'Ot the waters over a 
twelTe mont~ ' )erld~ , are an~~ in ~~lee 2-5· Aa~ analyses 
i ~ ' ' I lw ~ o ; 
were ca1ried out by the Tasmanian Government Analyst using 
methods reeomttrerldet! r by APHA ( 1960 )_. The resul te are 
similar to those publiehea by WilLiams (1964), 
At the very low levels of total dissolved solids (TDS) 
tound in these lakes, analyses become difficult and time-
consuming. The ionic balances of the analyses reported 
here, with few exceptions, are reasonabl e for such low 
concentrations and the ·analyses do give a sufficiently 
clear picture of the state of the waters. However, it is 
the view of the author and of the Tasmanian Government 
Analyst that special methods need to be developed , or 
existing ones refined t o suit the special requirements 
of such soft waters. The analyses for manganese, in 
particular, were difficult and unsatisfactory. The 
inadequacies of existing methods for manganese in fresh-
waters have been rec ognised e lsewhere (Brownley, 1958; 
Morgan and Stumm, 1965). 
The outstand ing feature of the lakes considered is 
their very low nutrient status, with TDS always <50 mg/1 
and alkalinity < 10 mg/1. In this res pe ct, they rank as 
"extremely soft" waters (Brooks and Deevey, 1963) and 
Table 2 - Chemical fea tures of the Main and Guelph arms ot Lake King 
Willi am from September 1963 to November 1964 
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Table 3 - Chemical features ot' Lake St. Clair trom 
September 1963 to November 1964 
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Table 4 - Chemical features or Christmas Bay and South Brandon Bay 
stations of Great Lake, trom July 1963 to May 1964 
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Table 5 - Chemical features or West and East sam~le stations ot Arthur's Lakes , 
from July 1963 to November 1 9~ 
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q contrast to the clear, 
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:.:_~d '. ~a.~~~l,-rj ac.l * ·.~ ~~~_!fi)S ... 't)f' Gr"~a.lt .. :f,ak'e ana j 11ake0 at. Clair 
. e.l'et aomeflb:at ... lewer·· than those :Ojf',, IJak:e ling ·'fllliam f>a.t the 
-~ amotmtt ot total,.· f'it:ea eolt as ts com-parable · tfi · al1 .- 'tliese 
lakes. !hts tae~t ~l~~ · the ~enera1ly higher organic ·earbon 
content of ·Lake Kiag Wiliiam confi~ms the presenee 1~~ this 
··lake of relatively large amotUlts of organic matter whieh the 
brown coloa.r of the water suggests. · Arthur's Lakes are 
ltttle different from the other lakes considered though 
there is a tendency f or increased TDS values, particularly 
in Arthur's Lakes West. High turbidity and low trans-
parency are characteristic of both Arthur's lakes but 
more particularly the Eastern one. 
(a) Phytoplankton 
Tasmanian freshwater algae have never been investigated 
and there are no publications dealing with the plankton. 
Consequently, any inves tigation of Tasmanian fr eshwater 
ecology must commence with taxonomic determinations. 
Early in this investigation i t was realized that detailed 
ltf; 
fJalJ • Jrc ; tl'e ~on lfoul a':\fuVJ ''l:ftni ted ·applfC:Sti on 
i'd etiff'~.t~~o-6ferii 1 iittW t·rtveiitt~ti .nr:..ms '11.mtted to · a -· 
4J8i)it1ti~e ~ c dtifpari~o'ti ~·o:t tte lakes ~ 
' . ... • """ j:~ ~ . ~ . .. r - ~ . "' ~ At ·this leve'I; 'there is 11 ttle di :t:f'erenc'e between any 
of the iak~s. Aii ~ap~ar to be dominated ~Y a desmid fl ora 
rich in s~ch gerie~~ · as C~smari~m, Staurastram, Arthrodesmus, 
Triploceras and Xanthididm, and a mixed pop~lation of 
colonial Chlorococcales. In addition, Dinobryon is a 
constant member of the pl ankton . With the exception of 
a s~dden crop of Rhizoslenia in Arthur's Lakes East during 
June 1964, the plankton of all lakes is poor in diatoms. 
There is a decided tendency for Great Lake to be poorer 
in species and in numbers and for Arthur's Lakes East to 
contain the greatest varie ty of species and the densest 
populations. 
2. Analysis of pipeline depoe its 
In the pipe l ines of ihe Derwent system, carrying the 
waters of Lake King William, the deposit builds up to a 
maximum thickness of about 7 mm. It takes approximately 
6 months to reach this peak. It occurs as a soft wet 
deposit Whose surface consists of a series of ridges and 
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tolds, giving a rippled appearance (Fig. 12). This 
presumably is p roduced by flow patterns in the water, as 
ripples on a sand beach, since the rippling consists ot 
a regular, repeating pattern of troughs and crests, with 
approximately constant wavelength (Fig. 12). Periodic 
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"-+ ·:.;. , •• J ~ 
:~c.-'fi. J .~ .~, f • ~a, ·then appearing as an amor.phons, da:rk tilack-brown 
:'{,,t • , <I 1 • ... ~ • • 
· dlaQs~; ·. It' ro.bbed between· .the :f"inger.s it stains them · 
' : o• ! ~ I 
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:v··nieplish-brown and le~ves a' distinctive odou.r. It the 
aeposit 1s allowed to dry on the pipe surface it does so 
as · a smooth, ha~d, enB:!J1el-like· surface. If a sample is 
dried in air or in the oven it forms a crumbly, dark black 
-powder. 
In contrast to this, deposits in the Shannon and 
Waddamana pipelines are extremely thin, even after long 
periods of continuous operation (Fig . 13). I n addition 
they are entir e ly different in appearance f r om the Derwent 
deposits . They occur as a soft , grey -brown lining to the 
pipelines and often contain the tubular tunnels of Chironomid 
larvae (Fig . 13) . 
. ' 
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Fig . 12 . Manganese deposits in Derwent pi pelin es , Tasmania, 
showing regular ripple patt e rn . The shadow at the 
right hand edge of the scraped portion of pipe g ives 
an indication of the thickness of the deposit. 
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Fig. 13. Deposits in the Waaaamana.pip el ines , Tasmania, 
showin~ thin, li¢ht-c oloureo nature . The tubular 
objects are the burrows of larvae of the 
Chironomioae (Diptera) . 
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Table 6 - Ana lyses or pipeline deposits f r om 'l'asmana ana ot.ller par~• or A~s~r&J.ta . 
All anal yses expressed as a percenta~e ot the oven dr y wei ght ot deposit. 
------- ·---- - -- ---- -----·---- - -
Lo s s on Microorganhme Loca ti on t,:.rni tton Si02 Fe Fe+Al Al Mn Ca Mg Appearance 
at 550°C (as Fe) present 
-----------·----
Wandaman a ) Great Lake 31 '1 25.0 - 25. 5 - 1. 9 0 .6 0:2~ Light-brown - J Shannon ) Tasmania 5L . 2 7.L - 19.4 - 00. 6 - -Ta r ra leah) 24 .0 4. 5 - 8.5 - 34. 0 2.8 0.5~ 
" ) 30.9 6 . 2 4 . 0 - 2. 5 28 . 6 
" ) 21 . 6 5. 6 - 13.5 - 36. 2 II ) 20.8 8 . 5 5· 3 - 2. 7 }0 . 7 3 . 6 0.7 IJ\ 
" ) 23. 4 9.8 5· ~ - 4 .0 32.5 1. 4 0.3 !\) II ) 19 . 0 9 . 0 5· - 6. 1 23 .7 3. 8 2. 2 HYJl!lomicrobi um II ~ 24.0 4.5 - 8.4 - 33.9 2.8 0.6 DOminant . " 28 . 2 7. 5 4 . 1 - 2. 7 31 . 8 - - Chlamydobacteria 
" ~ De rwent 19 . 6 2. 1 6. 8 - 0 . 8 37.4 3.4 0.1 scarce. II pi peli nes, 19 . 9 3.7 
-
7. 9 
-
33.3 2. 9 1. 1 Dark brown- Some cocci en (1 
" ) Tasll'an ia 16 . 9 4 . 8 - 9.2 - 33.9 2.6 1.3 black bac1111 . 
" ) 17. 2 3. 9 - 7. 2 - 34 . 2 2.8 2. 0 
" ) 17. 2 3. 0 - 8.1 - ~.5 2. 0 1. 4 Li apoo tah ~ 21.9 8.3 
-
9.9 
-
31.0 3. 2 0 .3 
" 26 . 2 13.7 - 18 .3 - 12.1 2. 7 3. 1 
" ) 22 . 5 8 . 2 
-
10.5 
-
27.0 2.1 1,0 
" ~ 21.9 8.3 9 . 9 31. 0 3. 2 0 .3 - -II 20 .9 IL 7 
-
8.7 
-
20.6 2.3 0. 7 
Wayat\ nah 32.5 11.9 5· 2 - 3. 9 23. 7 - -Cata"unya) 24 .7 13.9 
-
13.8 
-
20.0 3. 4 0 . 5 
~arrawah irr i~s tt on 23.1 18. 1 
-
20.6 
-
11 . 8 1. 0 0 .4 Dark brown Bacilli and cocci. 
Kar <>Pya 19 . 0 2.9 11.3 
-
0.7 3.3.8 1. 1 0 . 1 Dark brown- Bypboai crobium 
black 
Tumut No .1, Snowy 24 . 8 16 . 6 Mountains 7 . 4 - 3. 8 18.6 2. 7 0 .1 Dark brown 
BlPhom1cro~1~ and 
Ohlamydobaoterta. 
Enoa lock- Be nd t po 11.0 23 .3 10 . 0 .3 . 3 19 . 8 3. 3 0.6 Dark brown Bacilli and cocci. Victoria - Pew hyphomicrobia. 
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'!'he similari t1 es in composition between Derwent deposits 
and those :t'rom many qtb.er parts ot; the world is striking. 
'0 
For this r~~n anal~ticai data ~om several part~ of the 
r 
world is P~Et&..en ted in 'l'abl e 7 ~or- compari-son. Again, 
. ~ . 
C> 
variations · L.n iron e:qd si~i~ a conteent~ ar&- to 'be erpeeted, 
I I ( J I C. 
- ~ ~ ~ , 
depending O·~· rthe battll'e ot the surtaee from which the 
j. - .... _, .,.- .... 
0 
sample was "taken. 1>ublisb.l3d r esa.l ts ba~v6' ~een 'included 
only where it was clear that the de poo i .t JJas rtaken t'rom the 
wall of a pipeline or tunnel, where the only c ontaminants 
would be rll st and silica. 
3. ~aborat~investigation of manganese deposition 
from natura1 wateu 
(a) A recirculatory apparatus 
To overcome the problem ot access to pipelines at 
regular intervals, a recircul atory apparatus (Fig. 3) was 
devised, based on the perfusion methods used in studies 
of mineral cycles in soils. A sample of 200 litres of 
water from Lake King William was circulated in the 
apparatus and, after 24 hours, a brownish deposit built 
up on the cover - slips in the tube (Fig. 14) and also 
Wherever flow was interrupted, such as at the junction of 
glass and plastic tubes . This deposit built up p r ogressively 
over 6 days, after which time no deposition took place on 
Table 7 - Analyses of pipeline deposits from various ~rts of the world , f or comparison 
with Australian fi~ures. All analyses expressed as a % of the oven dry weigh t 
of the deposit and i n the form stated. Conversion has been carried out where 
necessary. 
-·--· 
Location Loss on 8102 Fe FetAl Al Mn Ca Mg Reference ignition (as Fe) 
---------------
Trier, Germany 19.5 22.4 8 . 7 
- -
22. 6 
- -
) 
II II 13 . 6 
- 5· 9 - - 50 . 0 ~ 
II II 18 . 5 14 . 2 2.8 1. 4 34. 4 0.1 0.2 ) Schweisfurth and - . ) Mertes , 1962 \Jl II II 21.9 11.3 1. 0 
-
3.2 25.1 0 . 6 
- ·~=="" 
II II 24.6 7.2 1. 2 
-
2.7 26.8 0 . 3 
- ~ 
Brooklime, Mass . , U. S.A. 17.9 5.0 14 . 3 
-
0 . 7 35.8 3. 0 
-
) Weston, i n von 
Newton, Mass., U. S.A. 11. 9 7 . 3 
-
8 . 9 
-
48.0 
- - ~ Wolzogen- Kuhr , 1927 
II II II 27.9 12.5 1 2. 6 
-
0.8 21.5 
- -
) Jackson, 1902 
Brainerd, Minn., U. S.A. HLO 16.2 13 . 3 
-
0.2 29 . 0 1.3 1. 8 ) 
II II II 23. 5 7. 1 14.5 
-
0.4 29 . 9 4.0 0 . 3 ~ Zapffe, 19 31 
II II II 22 .4 5· 5 1 8. 5 - - 29.1 2. 0 0.2 
Uns t ated, U.K. 27 . 7 
-
24.9 
- -
25. 8 
- -
) Brovm , 1904 
Sheffie ld, U.K. 21 .1 8.8 
-
10.8 
-
27 .o 6.4 0 . 7 
Manchester, U. K. 14.4 8.7 
-
2.2 
-
28.4 2. 5 
- ) Waterton, 1954 
Gloucester, U.K. 21.7 6. 4 
-
19 . 6 
-
22 . 0 3. 6 0 . 8 
----- ----· -- --- --
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Fig . 14. Manganese deposits building-up on coverslips 
in a tube of the recirculatory apparatus, using 
Lake King William water . 
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. ,. 
fresh coversl ips. If' sterile ma11 gan ous sulphate was 
addeds deposition continued. The presence of manganese 
r1as confirmed by the benzidine test and by oxidation to 
permanganate with perio aate. 
Floving uater uas essential for deposition to take 
place. When uater vas passed across the diameter of a 
tube instead of along the length of it, a deposit forrred 
on onlJr those coverslips in the fiowstream. 
(b) Deposits from Lake King William 
ana Great Lake -r.·aters 
Sarnples \7ere taken from Lake King Vvi lliam a11d from 
Great Lake on the same day an a recirculated in separate 
units of ti1e laboratory apparatus. After five days a 
relatively heavy deposit has built up on coverslips in 
the Lake King William unit, while in the Great Lake unit 
only a very slight deposit had developed (Fig. 15) •. Thus 
the laboratory system reproduced precisely the field 
experience. This was confirmed by further comparative 
tests in the same manner. 
(c) The involvement of microorganisms 
in denosition of manganese 
Using Lake King Wil liam water three sterile units of 
the recirculatory apparatus were set up, each containing 
--------------------------------------
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Fig . 15. Tubes from the recirculatory apparatus after 5 
days circulation, showing considerable build up 
of ma~ganese deposit in the Lake King William 
unit (above) in contrast to slight deposition in 
the Great La lee unit (below) . 
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200 li tres of the ·water treated as follows : 
A - Untreated 
B Autoclaved at 120°C for 1 hour 
C - With addition 10-3M sodium azide as metabolic 
inhibitor. 
After a few days, deposit had built up in Unit A only. An 
inoculum of 100 mls of Lal<:e King William water was then 
added to Units B and C and the ,~~,ater circulated for a 
further period . A deposit was produced in the unit 
containing autoclaved water but in unit C the metabolic 
inhibitor continued to suppress grovYth of' bacteria and, 
therefore, oxidation of mangru1ese (Table 8) . These results 
show that microorganisms are essential at least to 
initiate deposition of maDganese. 
(d) The 1 ack of avaiJ .. ~·ble manganese in 
Great Lake water 
Three sterile units of the recirculatory apparatus 
were set up, each containing 200 li tres of Great Lake water. 
Sterile manganous sulphate was added to one unit vhile 
1 litre of Lake King William water was added to another to 
provide a source of manganese-oxidizing microorganisms . 
The third unit was the untreated control. After five days 
of circulation a heavy deposit of' manganese had built up 
in the unit to which manganous sulphate was added vihile 
1------------------------------------------------~ 
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in the other two units only a slight trace had developed. 
This demonstrates that the reason for the absence of 
deposits in Great Lake pipelines is not absence of the 
necessary organisms but lack of soluble manganese. 
(e) Periodic variation in amount of manganese 
deposition 
Lalce King William an a Great Lake were sampled at various 
times of the year ana tested in the recirculatory apparatus. 
Results showed that there was variation in the amount of 
deposit produced from a standard vo1ume of water from 
either lake. The results are shown in Table 9. Subjective 
ratings of "trace", "slight", "moderate" ana "heavy" are 
used to denote the amount of deposit produced in the 
apparatus. At certain times of the year the amount of 
aeposi t pro ducea from Lalce King William is no more than 
slight. On occasions the Great.Lake water also produced 
a slight deposit. The variation in amount of deposit does 
not fit into a seasonal pattern. 
The figures for manganese concentration (Table 9) in 
the respective waters suggest that manganese levels in 
Great Lake are even 1 ower than the low values recorded 
for Lake King William, supporting the evidence gained 
from addition of manganese sulphate to Great Lake water. 
However, in view of the unsatisfactory nature of available 
61. 
Table 9. Periodic variation in the amount of manganese 
deposit produced in the test apparatus from a 
standard volume of Lake King William or Great 
Lake waters . 
Manganese concen- Amount of 
Lake Date of Sampl e tration of water deposit 
(mg/1) produced 
King William 3/5/1964 0.071 Heavy 
11 11 5/6/1964 0 . 036 Heavy 
Great Lake 4/6/1964 ~ .008 Trace 
It If 28/7/1964 0.007 Trace 
King William 8/9/1964 Slight 
Great Lake 10/9/1964 Sl i ght 
King William 22/9/1964 Moderate 
Great Lake 3/11/1964 0 . 013 Slight 
King William 23/11/1964 Slight 
King William 7/10/1965 0.010 Slight 
;; 
! 
.. 
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! 
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analytical methods these tests were discontinued and much 
more investigation is needed. 
(f') Ef'f'ect of' te~erature on rate 
of' manganese deposition 
As the temperatures of' Lake King William are relatively 
low throughout the year it was c'Onsidered possible that 
the manganese-oxidizing bacteria were psychrophilic. To 
test this, two units of' the apparatus were set up in 
0 0 
constant temperatures of' 4 0 and 25 0 respectively. Lake 
King William water was circulated in both units. The 
deposition commenced sooner in the unit at 25°0 and deposi-
tion continued at a faster rate in that unit, showing that 
the organisms which were capable of manganese oxidation are 
probably mesophilic and not psychrophilic. 
(g) The probability of' manganese d~osition 
in future installations 
For more than 40 years the water of Great Lake was led 
southwards to develop power in the Shannon and Waddamana 
power stations. Recently, the water has been deployed 
northwards through a new power station (Poatina) where a 
greater head can be obtained. As part of this scheme it 
was proposed to pump v1ater from Arthur's Lakes across the 
watershed into Great Lake (Fig. 2). If Arthur's Lakes 
63. 
·ater -produced a manganese deposit it would be troublesome 
.n tv10 ways. First, deposits in the -pi-peline between 
.rthur 's Lalces and Great Lalce would result in increased 
umping cos ts and a reduction in power out-put f'rom the 
mall -powerstation at the -point of' entry into Great Lake. 
econdl~l ~ v1hen the water mixed vii th Great Lake water it 
ould produce a deposit in the Poatina -pi-pelines. 
To test the probability of' this happening~ sam-ples 
f' water from Arthur's Lakes viere taken on several occasions 
.nd tested in the apparatus. On each occasion a moderate 
·o heavy deposit developed. Arthur's Lakes water was 
:ixed v1ith Great Lalce water in the lJJ..'o-portir.-n 1 :3, the 
.ilcely ratio of' the two waters when Arthur f s Lake is being 
-.sed to maximum extent. In this case a moderate de-posit 
·:evelo-pedo These results suggest that t:;.:ouble OJ uld be 
·xperienced v1i th the Arthur's Lalces -pumping scherre. As 
~ his only recently commenced o-peration it is too early to 
:now whether a de-posit has developed. 
Planned f'uture hydro-electric development now being 
onstructed in the north of' Tasmania will utilize waters 
·f' the Mersey, Fisher 9 Forth and Wilmot Rivers. Tests 
·.ith these waters showed that only slight de-posits were 
1roduced, though addition of' sterile mang&1ese sulphate 
aused heavy deposits to develo-p in each case. However, 
. manganese problem may develo-p once the v1aters are 
64. 
impounded and these results cannot be used to confidently 
predict freedom from manganee problems in the new systems. 
4. Microscopical examination of deposits 
(a) Tasmanian deposits 
Microscopical examination of fresh deposit from the 
Derv1ent pipelines is baffling. The deposit, which looks 
black when in bulk, appears golden-brown When viewed by 
transmitted light on the microscope slide. It appears 
amorphous and contains, and is surrounded by, a mixed 
population of bacilli, cocci and spirilla. These types of 
bacteria are reaoily recognized in any preparation. Sand 
grains, diatom frustules, the semicells of decay·ea desmids, 
loricae of Dinob.r;y_Q!}. (Chrysophyceae) and the remains of 
Cladocera and copepods are frequently entangled in the 
deposit. Where a piece of deposit has been torn by the 
mounting process, slender stalks may be seen bridging the 
tear (Fig. 16). These stalks are just within the limit of 
resolution of the optical microscope and careful examination 
by phase contrast is necessary to reveal them. Chlamydobacteria 
ana fungal hyphae are rare. 
If the manganese is dissolved av.ray with 5% oxalic acid 
the true microbiological picture becomes clear. After 
dissolution of the manganese a colourless, amorphous 
,. ,,., 
,, 
; ·: 
Fig. 16. Phase contrast microscopy of fresh deposit from 
the Derwent pipelines, showing slender stalks 
bridging a tear in the deposit. 
' , 
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materia£ is left in whl.ch the presumed ·causative bacteria 
can be observed. Staining \Vi th carbo1 fuchsin facilitates 
observation. Under these conditions tt can be seen that 
stalked, buaatng bacteria resembling H;yphomicrobium 
overwhelmingly dominate the Tasman ian deposit. The cells 
ana branching stalks ramify as a close network throughout 
the deposit (F..fgs. 17, 18). Compt;irea with the hyphomicrobia, 
all other types of ba.cteria are rare. Cocci an a bacilli 
occur usually in isolated patches ana they are not generally 
distributed throughout the deposit. Chlamydobacteria are 
rare ana where they do occur they are always accompanied by 
a far greater number of hyphomicrobia (Fig. 19). Fungal 
hyphae ~re rarely .seen in the deposit. 
(b) Deposits from other parts of' the world 
Samples of manganese deposits were obtained from the 
Kareeya pipelines near Cairns, Queensland and from the 
Tumut pressure tunnel, Sno\~ Mountains Hyaro~Electricity 
Authority, New South Wales. The Kareeya deposits were 
heavily dominated .by stalked bacteria forming a network of 
cells and branching stalks ramifying through the deposit 
(Fig. 20). Chlamydobacteria are present but are far 
outnumbered by hyphomicrobia (Fig. 21). In the deposits 
from the Snowy Mountains, chlamydobacteria are more numerous 
ana probably outnumber the hyphomicrobia (Fig. 22). 
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Figs. 17-19. Deposits from the Derwent pipelines of Tasmania, 
after removing manganese· oxioes with 5% oxalic 
acio ana staining vath carbolfuchsin. Figs.17, 
18 show the network of Hyphomicrobigm stalks and 
cells ramifying through the oeposit. Fig. 19 
shows chlamydobacteria and Hyphomicrobium. 
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Fig. 20 Fig. 21 
Figs. 20-21. Deposits from the Kareeya pipelines, near 
Cairns, Queensland, treated as in Figs. 17-19, showing 
hyphomicrobial network (Fig. 29) and occasional 
chlamydobacteria among the stalks {Fig. 21) . 
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Fig. 22. Deposit from Tumut No.1 pressure tunnel, Snowy 
Mountains hydro-electric scheme, New South Wales, treated 
as for Figs. 17-19, showing numerous·chlamydobacteria and 
:l 
I 
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~ 
few hyphomicrobia (left) and chlamydobacteria with an invest-
ment of hyphomicrobia. 
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(c) Deposits from the laboratorl~2£aratu~ 
When tests on various l ake waters we re conducted in the 
.recirculatory apparatus the deposits which formed on the 
coverslips were examined. By wiping one surface of the 
coverslip the depo sits on the other side could be examined 
in sitq_ without disturbing the deposit. 
Under the test conditions very many bacterial types 
I 
were able to colonize the coverslip surface. However, 
.. 
wherever there was manganese deposit, stalked bacteria 
Tiere also present. At the commencement of deposition it 
could be seen that the · manganese oxides were first deposited 
around the cell part of the hyphomicrobia, le aving the 
stalks uncrusted (Fi g. 23). 
Smal l sampl es of fresh pipeline deposit were g round 
between two pieces of sterile ground- glass, suspended in 
steril e water and plated out in serial dilution on media 
PC ana BM . Replicate plates were poured, incorporating 
Actidione in the medium to prevent growth of fungi whiQ~, 
though present in low numbers, swamped the plates before 
any bacteria had grown. Colonies of microorganisms whicl1 
oxidized manganese we re recognized by the brown colour of 
the deposited oxides . The following manganese-oxidizing 
' I 
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Fig. 23 . An early stage in the build up of manganese deposits 
in the recirculatory apparatus, showing associated 
hyphomicrobia . Most cells have a thick coating of 
oxidized manganese. Note branching of stalks 
(double arrows), and cells not yet encrusted with 
manganese (single arrows) . 
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Coniothyrium fucke.lii Sacc. , isola ted from Derwent 
pipelines, oxidi~~ng manganese on medium BM • 
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Fig. 25a Fig . 25b 
Fig. 25. Microcolonies of manganese oxid ation in proximity 
to fungal hyphae (a), showing (b) the radiating , taperi ng 
threads described by Zavarzin (1961a) as Metallogenium 
~mbioticum. 
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·'oxiaize.a · manganese vigorously in aerated liquid culture 
Yli th PC mea ium . This bacterium Y!as only isola tea 
occasion ally ana , even then , in 1 ovr numbers . For this 
reason ana 1>ecause rod - shaped bacteria are not common 
throughout the pipeline deposits, it was concluded that 
this organism is not an important one for the Pl10blem • . 
c) A s~alkea, budding bacterium resembling f!.;y12Qomicrobium • . 
It formed colonies v,i th dense brown-black centres bf 
oxidized manganese . At the edge of' the colony was a 
paler halo v1here the Hypllomicrobium cells and stalks 
projected beyond the zone of' oxidation. The extent of 
tllis zone of oxidation varied from a small area in the 
centre, uith a wide halo (Fig. 26a), to almost complete 
deposition, with cells visibl e only at the very edge 
(Fig. 26b) from wpich stalks of Hyphomicrobium projected 
radially into the medium, bearing unencrustea buds at 
the ends (Fig . 26c ). 
At the edge of many colonies the probable sequence of 
build up of' deposit could be seen. Here, the edge of the 
colony became broken up into a series of satellite centres 
of' oxidation , the ultimate satellites being single cells 
encrusted by manganese oxides. Outwards from these single, 
encrusted cells were new buds which were quite free of 
deposit (Fig. 27), the vlaole pattern suggesting that t_}}e 
formation of' a central mass of manganese oxide in the 
·~-------------------------------------------------------------------
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a b 
c 
Fig. 26. Colonies of Hyphomicrobium sp. isql ated from Derwent 
pipel ines on PC medium, showing dark centres of oxidized 
manganese and clear halos of unencrusted cells. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
Slight oxidation and wide halo. 
Denser colony with more extensive oxidation. 
Edge of c olony showing stalked cells projecting from the 
edge , with une ncrusted buds. 
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Fig. 27. Edge of a colony of H~phomicrobium oxidizing 
manganese on medium PC, showing en crusted cells 
forming satellite centres of oxidation, and 
other, presumably newer buds which are as yet 
unen crusted. 
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colony resulted from the confluence of satellite centres 
at the advancing edge. The unencrusted cells would 
presumably become encrusted at a later stage or development, 
while new buds would be formed on the outside. 
The morphology of the H;yj2hO£!!icrob!_um cells in mangan e sa-
oxidizing colonies varied considerably. In some colonies 
the cells had the classical pear-shape (Bergey, 1957) of 
~ghomicrobium vulgare Stutzer et Hartleb, with long 
unbranched stalks (Fig. 25c). In other colonies the stallcs 
e.xhibi ted varying degrees of branching, -vvhile the cells 
became swollen with refractile granules of poly ~-hydroxy­
butyrate. In the most bizarre rorm the cells were grossly 
distorted and the stalks repeatedly branched to form a 
network ramifying through the manganese oxide (Fig. 28). 
Very similar networks were found in deposits from the 
Derwent pipelines. 
Platings of pipeline deposit were not always successful. 
It appeared to depend on the condition of the deposit sample, 
for if sampling was carried out carefully, by scraping only 
the very surface of the fresh, wet deposit into a sterile 
dish and refrigerating until plated, success.could generally 
be assured. When plated out in serial dilution more than 
105 colonies of manganese-oxidizing hyphomicrobia were 
obtained per wet gram of deposit. However, the actual 
numbers or hyphomicrobia could be much higher than this 
. ._ _______________________________________________________ ___ 
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Fig. 28. Bizarre network form of ~Bhomicrobium isolated 
from Derwent pipelines on PC medium. Manganese 
oxides have been Clissolvea away with 5% oxalic 
aci a, the agar leacheCl away wit~ hot water am 
the cells stainea with carbol fuchsin. 
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76. 
~~neW.·a }.~?&a~ ~~~,gB~~ bf~ ~-~ ~g~i ~a. ~Q.e;.!) ~eposi t finely enough 
to release all cells as separate units. From the fact that 
mang~.~es1~~~~-~q~~.~~~ ~~~1:~~~1F~.pia cq~.d P.~ i~olateo ·z.n high 
numbers from pipeline deposits ana the fact that such 
' ' . . . ~ . . -~ . bacteria ramif!y ·~as ' a network throughout the actual deposits, 
it uas ·. concluded that this ·pleomorphic:Hm2,homicro.bium . is · 
qverTihelmingly responsible · for · ~~e oxidation , and deposition 
of manganese in the Derue~t pipel~nes. .. . :· ... 
Colonies of hyphomicrobia from s~rial platings of 
d~posits . uere grouna ana replated on meaia PC ·ana : 337MH. 
OQ replating, growth was sporadic and, after t wo or mor~ 
transfers, the power to oxidize manganese was lost . One 
strain, Hyphomicrobium T37 , uas isol ated in pure culture . 
The deposits which formed when various lake waters 
uere circulated in the laboratory apparatus were also 
ground and platea . As i n the case of pipeline aeposits, 
the types of microorganisms which oxidized manganese on 
PC meaium incluaed fungi, rod- shaped bacteria and 
hyphomicrobia . I n aadition an actinomycete was isolated. 
Hyphornicrobia were consisten tly isolated in large numbers 
from these aeposits, proviain g additional proof that they 
are the principal manganese- oxiaizing qrganisms . Circulation 
of wate r from various localities in Tasmania showed that 
the hyphomicrobia a re widely aistributed. This was true 
even in waters to which soluble manganese had to be adaed 
.•. --------------------------------------------------------------------
tl· 
lost' the .abi:Ll. ty to oxidize manganese after t wo to four 
• "" -1 .. • .. • ,. . 
. " 
- . ' 
repla~a;-n .. gs. · The isolate designated T37 ~as obtained in 
~ ~ . • J 
pure c'1llture and was used for studies on morphology. An 
astonishing degree of pleomorphy was noted in cells from 
this culture grown on various media and observation of 
hyphomicrobia in natural habitats revealed that the same 
degree of pleomorphy occurs in natural conditions. 
The normal HlHhomicrobi~ is a pear-shaped or bean-
shaped cell, about 1.0-2.0 ~long x 0.5-0.7 ~wide, with 
a slender, unbranched stalk about 0•2fl-0.3p. in diameter, 
at the end of ~ich a motile bud develops (Hirsch and 
Conti, 1964; Zavarzin, 1961b). Cells with this classical 
morphology were characteristic of medium 337 (Fig . 29), 
but often they were observed on other ~edia. Similar 
cells were observed in a variety of natural habitats, 
including on freshwater plankton and in mucilages and 
jellies (Fig. 30) produced by colonial diatoms, blue-green 
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Fig'. 29. · Classical morphology of !!xphomicrobium T37, showing 
r~g,ular shape of cel-l ana unbranched stalks • . 
a) Undisturbed colony on surface of 337 Medium. 
b) Stained ceLLs from a colony grown on 337MH. 
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Fig. 30. Classical morphology of Hyphomicrobium in an 
algal jelly showing regular, pear-shaped cells with 
sparingly bran cheo stalks. 
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'· ' a'tga.?i; :.ch:!dtto.c6ccales and protolichens. In the pipeline 
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aeposi".ts' classi.cal cells were often present. 
: _· ·p~eomorphy in the hyphornicrobia observed in this study 
takes two f~;)!ms - firstly , a range of branching of the 
stalks an a, secondly, a bizarre, often con tor ted ce 11 shape. 
In pure culture, tlxphomicrobium T37 exhibited varying 
degrees of pleomorphy. On PC and 337MB media, cells 
usually were pleomorphic (Figs. 31 -33) with a tendency to 
become giant, lobed and s wollen with refractile granules of' 
poly-}3-hydroxybutyrate (Hirsch and Conti, 1964). Extremely 
bizarre forms are difficult to r e cognize as hyphornicrobia 
(Figs. 32· and 33). Bizarre cells often bore regul ar pear-
shaped buds at the ends of stalks (Fi g . 33). Sometimes a 
motile swarmer, which has remained attached, may be seen 
towing its bizarre parent. A range of bizarre ce l l shape 
may be a cc ompanied by varying degrees of branching of the 
stalks. Figs. 28 and 34 show portions of co lonies where 
pleomorphy is evident both in the bizarre cell shape and in 
the extreme reticul ation of the stalks . This form resembles 
closely Aristovskaya's i l lustrations of Pedomicrobium 
(Aristovskaya, 1961). However, as tl~micr obium T37 in 
pure cul t ure displays morphological variation ranging from 
the classical form of Hyphomicrobium vulgare to the bizarre 
network described as Pedomicrobium, it i s clear that the 
latter i s but a morphological fb rm of ~homicrobium and 
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Fig. 31. ~ji;yphomi~t:oJJiu1n T37, showing varying, degrees of 
~'-:'.,;.a. (j ~t . .. . .. '") , ~ ... ' . . . . .• '. . 
bizarre c~~,~1:~~h1 · a,p,~··, :·an-a branching of' stal~s. -~):P.{:!llf? fr·om 
. ·h >-•1 · · l> , - G 
disrupted ;·coiohy1 in. ·337MH rii'!3di urn •. Ehase cbntrast. · J 
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Fig. 32 (left). Hyphomicrobium T37, showi ng extremely 
bizarre cell form. The sausage-shaped cell is swollen at 
intervals with granules of polyfo.-hydroxybutyrate. Live 
cells at edge of colony in 337MH medium. 
Fig. 33. (right) HyPhomicrobiurn T37 showing bizarre cells, 
often bearing class i cal, pear-shaped buds. Camera Luc i da 
dra~ings of live cells in 337MH medium. 
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Fig. 34. Hyphomicrobium T37, showing a range of' cell shape 
and considerable branching of' stalks. Smear of' cells f'rom 
a disrupted, non-oxidizing colony on PC medium. Stained with 
carbol fuchsin. 
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genus Pedomicrobium is invalid . Observations by 
phase contrast micros,_c-opy -sll.ggef:!t that anastomoses may" form 
: '·\ , . rm: , 
bet\Teen some stalk~/ of' the netriork. Howev~r .,- ' t.his requires 
I . I 
confirmation by e~ectron m~cr~scopy . 
! 
That this biz~rre pJeornorphy is not a product of' the 
. . 
artificial condi tiOI).S of pure cul tu:J;e is evidenced by the 
observation of' ~losely . similar formq in natural situations. 
I / ~ 
In a jelly produc~d by colonial diatoms, pleomorphy in the 
I . • 
,. . 
form of ··both inul~ iple .. branching ana bi'zarre cell .. shape was 
\ ;· ., .... 
regularly . o~served (Fig. 35). In addition, forms with the 
11Pedomicrobium· morphology 11 are found · regularly in natural 
pipeline .~~posits (Fig . 36) . 
(b} Ultrastructure · 
In view of its pleomorphy, H~microbigm T37 was examined 
by electron microscopy . Thin sectim:is, after osmium fixation 
and lead post-staining, confirmed the ultrastructural details 
reported by Conti ana Hirsch (1965) for their strains of 
H~phomicrobiu~. Figures 37 and 38 show the well-known 
structural features such as poly [3 -hydroxybutyrate reserves 
in cells, the continuity of cytoplasm, cell membrane ana cell 
uall in cell and stalk, and the presence of DNA in mother · 
cell and bud. The prescence of' DNA in the stalk (Fig. 39) 
suggests that DNA migrates from mother cell to bud auring 
reproduction by buading . The cell wall is the aouble membrane 
Fig . 35. Pleomorphy in natural environments - !!xJ2homfcrobiUfll 
in an algal jelly showing multiple branching of stalks 
(camera lucida drawing through several planes of focus). 
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Fig. 36. Hyphomicrobium from Derwent pipeline depos its 
showing "Pedomicrobium morphology". CarbolFuchsin 
stained, after removal of manganese oxides with oxalic 
acid. 
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-Fig. 37. Hyphomicrobium T37 in thin section, showing continuity 
of cell wall and cytoplasm in cell and stalk, and the presence of 
DNA in mother cell and bud. One stalk has been cut in cross sec-
tion (arrowed). Other cells show accumulat ion of poly B-hydroxy-
butyrate (double arrows). X c.37,000. Courtesy or Dr.Y.T. Tehan . 
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Fig . 38. Hyphomicrobium T37 in thin section, showing ultra-
structural features similar to those in Figure 37 . 
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Fig. 39. Thin section of ~homicrobium T37, showing the 
double-membrane type of cell wall (arrows) and the presence 
of DNA in the stalk (double arrow). 
Micrograph by courtesy of Dr. Y.T. Tehan. 
~0 •. 
type characteristic of gram-negative bacteria (Salton, 1964), 
the cytoplasm being bounded by two multilayered, parallel 
membranes (Fig. 39). This agrees with the findings of 
Conti and Hirsch (1965) for HYQhomicrobium and Rhodomicrobium. 
However, the intracytoplasmic membranes reported by those 
authors for most of their strains are not apparent in the 
micrographs of T37 though .they could be maskea by the densely-
packed ribosomes. 
The pleomorphic nature of T37, detected qy light 
microscopy, i~ confirmed by electro~ microscopy. The produc-
tion of several stalks from one cell is shown in Fig . 40 
whil e in Figs . 41 and 42 stages in the ae\lropment of the 
colonial form can be seen. Figure 42 a1~o . shows the tendency 
for bizarre shape, one cell having a ·~~shape which was also 
observed by light microscopy . One interesting feature of T37 
is the occurrence of apparently large numbers of flagella-like' 
or fimbrae-like appendages (Figs. 41 and 42) . .These appear 
to be borne nat only on the cells but also on the stalks 
(Figs. 43 and 44). The cell shown in Fig. 45, which appears 
to have six flagella-like appendages, could possibly have 
been a motile swarmer . The possibility that these appendages 
play some part 'in the mechanism of adherence to the pipeline 
walls is considered in the Discussion. 
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Fig. 40. Negatively- stained prep aration of H~omicrobium T37 
showing production of several stalks from one cell . 
Micrograph by courtesy of Dr. Y.T . Tehan. 
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Fi e . 41. Negatively stai n ed prepar a tion of Hyphomicrobium T37 
showing numerous f l agella- like appen dages and s t ages in 
development of t h e colonial form by multipl e budding (arrowed). 
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Hef?,atively stajned p rP.p::: r::;tton of H::,:nhomicrobium T37~ 
sho~in~ fo rmction of several staJ.ks per cell, numerous 
f'l ~rP. J.la-1il~r-- 8.:-'pr-:ndar.;e s~ a:1o a Y-shar')J:>O cell (A-rro·;.'ed). 
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Fig. l.!-5· Negativel~T-stainea preparation of [!YQhomicrobium T37 . 
The cell is probably a motile swarmer and appears to bear six 
flagella-l ike append ages . 
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,~ Wh8,:~: ·,<fons'i-dering the mode of attachment of bacteria to 
\ ~- ~ H /·..:( ({ ,, " the -p {-p~iine surface, the -possibility of electrostatic 
"i ·::I~. ~~ , ~. -~. :,. v !• ;.{ •~:• ~ ~ 
! _:,r:i;{~i}~?tt·;,~ctio~ was linvest_;gg;te._o!' __ 'J.'J;l~ __ pi_p_elJlJ.e is likely to have 
;, _;??< ~~-: ··~.:.~~- .. i, ~ . I / ,, (· '" ~, \fY·. · ~' · ·-:_a:' jnEfgative.l~-·cn~rg~,d surface so that any microorganism 
~:: ; .. -~ ·, :t:x·"· ~ ; t ·/ 
:. :hj~.;~f~·ng a -po~$i ti}vely-charged surface would seem to -possess 
•:. . :.5' ~. () ':.3 -~. ,t • 
~- .,~electi ye.; adv~ntage. for electrostatic adsor-ption at 'the 
: : ; • ::, I 
t The pat.ter.n_, o_;r_ ele.c_:tro.-phg_re:tJc mobility pt:pe·:-surface. 
i • . , 
: · , I ~ k , . 
(Fi.g .• 46) of Hyphomi.Q!.obium T37 shows that the mobility 
rises rapidly from zero at pH 2.0 to a steady value at pH 
values above 4.0. The sha-pe of the curve resembles that 
::7 ·. . • .: <: .. : .. ~ .; . . ! ... . ;., . • • '"; '• ; . 
for certain-£ J;lh~~ob).a . (Marsha). 1, 1967) and Aerobacter 
aero genes (Plumrri'er and James, 1961 ) and indicates that. the 
net surf~J?~ - p'tl;ar,~e . is ~-neg~t~v~ .,-·§.n,_d~~due_ en:t~-~ely to the 
~ . ':f -. . ,;:\ \.: . ' . ' ··.::-~;'(:: . . - .. : 
dissocia~i.on of surface carb.oxyl.. ·g:Vou-ps~ ·· -In · ·view of the 
. • • • . .. 3. • 
negative sur.fac~ .-. cha;rge -.it~' s·eem~ · -~nlikely . ~at Hyphomicrobium 
T37 attaches ·-to . the s ur:e.ace by direqt electrostatic 
attraction. 
Of considerable importance in any study of the inter-
action between the hy-phomicrobia and any solid surface is 
the actual point of attachment to .the surface. In 
Caulobacter the point of attachment is the stalk and this 
genus forms rosettes by apposition of these stalks 
(Poindexter, 1964). In ~phomicrobium, on the other hand, 
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F(g £:~· 46·. - · ·. ':PH-ele-ctrophoretic mobility curve for 
Hyphomicrobium T37 . 
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Fig. 47 . ~omicrobium cells aligned at right angl es to 
the fungal hypha to which they appear to be adhering . 
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.-..-; 99·~,--
.~. -..  ~~:t ..  :: :i;~·:-~ .. -
:r osette fo r-mation involves·_.;-as·sh·c'fati'(Yrf of the: ce.J.'J: :portion, ~ -: .. ~.~ -,/-~ .. ;._ . 
with stall\:s s-pr ead ing r ad'·ia~:J;y'?: (~~va.'~z1i'll~~ ~· 19!61b) ~ .. Ih a 
natural situation , hyphomLdi6:i:>i.ilif 'a~ssoc-ia-t··e·d · with fungal 
..._ ... · 
hyphae v;e r e observed . Tj}e~c'elfis i. we.r ·e · all . orientate-a at 
~ , ~.{:(_ ;; .-.: ,. • ; • I • - -: . • • . • • • .. 
righ t angl es to the hY.Pli~e, '·'v,rith the c~ells possibly being 
• • jJ,· •• :~:·;.:: ~~~~· f·~ c.: 1("' ~ .. .,~. ~· - ·. ,-... t " ' j • • l, • 
adsorbed to some t,~~nsparent,-· ·ex'tra·cellula.r component of 
·. : ::·: ::; ~ .. .;; { .. '·· 
' : ''I' 7• ' .. • I ('• ... -~ '~ . • , ,r-1 •: ) : _. I . ' _;. ~ ' ' •' • • ' 
, i: ''! ·~ ., !-'\the. funga l hypl}ae/ (Fig: 4-T) . ... .. ~hi s-· · sugg-ests ' that hola-f'ast 
. ~ . -~ .. :::i~:l .. ~:::~ (':· .'..,#.·.-f!:.: ·t£ ·' J , 1.. 
i )~~~:material may ;b_e· .. : ~1e c~~f:lt~d' b~ ·the broad en a of the !!M.Ehomicrobium 
i:it~~- . >,-:-;;.-~;.:,:·. ~ '!:)~ ...... ,.-, f:'·f'"" f , . !' ... · I ·• :. ·s: ~: _.·· : :c _e~±;~ as iq_:;~.th ·e · ·case ,_.tii' ··r osette formation (Conti ana H:i.r.sch, 
:: -.. • .. : ..... '. ~7! ·J_. ' • ......... ·;· =- t-: ~-· ,.._ 'b ~.;; - .... • ·~ · Q.-65t· ·"_~ ~ ~.t.::~_empts · to-·reprbauce this ·:rorm of adsorption unaer 
r.: ~·~: .. ~""~ ..... : ·:,: .. ··· ,_.~.- ;-·) ::- r~ ~~ . 
c·bntrollea ·c-on·ai t i 'on·s, using g l ass wool ana a -pure culture 
·.· ti:Ji},~i{driiic:~B-b'i~Mn T37., were" not successful . 
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.. . Tile mal-r.ked .difference in the degree of manganese 
aepos:i tion in the Derwent -pipelines compared vvi th those of 
Great Lake at once suggestea that there was a difference in 
manganese- availabili ty in the two l akes or their catchments . 
The details of the Tasmanian case f it ted in wi th ihe 
~opular theory that manganese problems are associated wi th 
brown, humic· waters rather than clear ones . For these 
reas ons it was thought that a comparative stuay of the 
limnolog y of the two lakes may r eveal the reasons for the 
difference and thus give some understanding of the nature 
· avs.:i~a''hi:l;:i ~Y-. 1.~pq. ··,QC?tt .l!=to.k of appropriate manganese bacteria 
- .. .. .......... "" ... ... ...__..._ .. . ··- '..4 _... .. . 
~n· G:.~.~~atk~:£E(~_·1 ~·:Pe.~P~.te the unsa ti sfactor y nature of the 
rn.~pg~n~·;l?~ ; ~z:~a~~ses they too show that Lake King William 
doe.s c.qp;t~;n q1ore manganese than does Great Lake. However, 
- ··~ . 
in bo~.h l~~lces the .manganese levels are very low. 
On the b~sis of inorganic ions Lake King William and 
Great Lake appear to be little different qualitatively or 
quantitatively. Both lakes are very soft, with a low total 
concentration of nutrients, low alkalinity and a slightly 
acid pH. Further, they do not appear to be markedly 
different in the composition of their plankton populations, 
and from these aspects there is nothing to sqggest a reason 
for the difference in manganese availability. 
Both lakes are somewhat unusual in that they do not 
develop a lasting stratification. This is clearly shown 
by their thermal properties and the oxygen - saturation of 
the waters . The reason for this lack of stratification is 
the exposed situation of these lakes on an elevated plateau 
with high wind frequency. Though deta i led lake t e mperature 
readings are available for one year only, meteorological 
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fbi. 
data show unlikel y . i ·n ·. , 
; ; 
any year. Thi'.~'-::_siigg'({sts :. ~-that" : so~luiti on· of man.ganes·e· by 
an aerobic re~l~t.i'O'n·:.:ih Jthe· h-y.pblimni on,, which is commo.n 
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~""\}~:~: 
else\'Jh ere _fn:' theTWorl'd-, is .. unlike·ly to ·take place in.· these 
~ • ·~:; ::·';. !' .1 
tv10 lalces\·-:::::~r Ln:: ~: :'!'~' ~ . 
. · ... ~ '"' .... 
·:;,; •. : ..... • • • r 
;:·Grea:t-: L·a:ke IJ:rie s ·in' .. a oepression in the Jurassic doler-ite 
·. ·'t\t ·~~~::· ... "·.' 
· •;::~··;t;tne::-:C'i3ntr-al ~Plateau -o·f Tasmania • . Along the south- western 
· ....... ... . 
. . _.i·:s-t{({iie' · and :i 1n' ·'i --sola te"d areas elsewhere a1 ong the shoreline' 
t.~· 
.:; . 
..... . Tert-;t.a;z:'y~ basalt is exposed (Banks, 1965) • Dolerite c ontains 
·:an!· ~average o·f' o~ 15% manganese (McDougal, 1962) and Tiller 
"f19b'4:) ·has 'shown that much of the manganese derived from 
·weatheJ:·ing of dolerite passes into sol ution under waterlogged 
·c··oncii ti·ons. Great Lake is surrounded by large tracts of 
op·e·n sclerophyll forest dominated by Eucalyptus spp . and 
by· high moorland heath dominated -by Epacridaceae and 
Restionaceae (Jackson, 1965) . The Jurassic dolerite 
extenas we stwaros across the central plateau to the 
eastern edges of Lakes St . Clair and Kin g William and here 
essentially the same vegetation occurs as in the Great 
Lake area. The western shore s of' both Lake King William 
ana Lake St . Clair, however, are bounded by Quaternary 
deposits and here the vegetation changes to temperate 
rain forest, dominated by Nothofagus ~nninghamii and 
Atherosperma moschata. On flatter land the characteristic 
sedgel and of button grass (Gymnosch~~s sphaerocephalus) 
develo-ps. 
lakes, it 
manganese 
King Wil liam. Ho'>,t'eV:~r.~,- c; tl}~ ~v~i-~~?-b:i,li ty of this manganese 
• • : .'l' .;;,'t;, ·:· ~ · 
is almost certa'i~h-±y _ a;f;f'~.q~~-9 qy., the ¢liff'~rences in soils 
;.:r. :: ·~\ .. ~ ~~·: : .. .. f .. ,;_:~ . 
., and vegeta-·ttbri~· ,c:r ,th~ ~.tW9 ~, c§.:t-c;hments, associated with some 
•• ::~/~:~ ~ '.: .. ;...: : - · • ; '. 'o , 
I 
I 
!-
, ,,. diff'erenc·e·s·:· -;,in~ g.ep1ggy .ap.p -marked ,differences in rainfall 
·r--·:.:. ~-.. ~ ... . ., "; .·' . . ., -~·- . . . 
~ . ~ : ·=.P~ tt~~\~~:;~ Yr}a'ngf,qra, ·.! 9q5) .• -~ 
; / ; ~_-;,~~;;~:-~'"\{i.;~f'f';,'_> , ~':; 't.~<; -· -. -· -.. -. -- -
!--.~~-.. : · .. f ., .. ::.,,_; Th thVs .. . cont~xt .. :: th~,. hj,gher organic content of Lake King 
(~~-~... T; 'i .:'."_ ..... ::·'. , f~~f.'•~ .. ~i : ~~ {! , .. '•, • • • ' 0 
:: vvi·l-[i:·a,rtJ·· ~~:is · · --:o·r~ interest. 
t _.,_, • .,. • , ,,'-' • :" .,, • .... ~"; "• : .: ' • ' ' • I ! \o ',, ,t " \ ' o The higher organic .status is shown 
A:Y:·:·.1?~: -~?:~_gh-~;r :!;evelr? of 9-rganic carbon and colour, and the 
-12~£''~~ :-~ ~ra_~~P.(3.~e nqy. The origin of this organic rna terial 
~ -9. !. ~1}.~·,))U~_ic, :~.ubstances which flow into the lake from the 
~~rrR~nding button grass plains. The largest areas of 
bu:t;;ton ·grass surround the Guelph. ~rm and the western edge 
of L~ke King William and it is noticeable that ~~e Guelph 
Arm consistently has the highest colour rating. The button 
gras-s around Lake St. Clair is restricted to the small 
river valleys on the Western side and contributes relatively 
little coloured water to the large volume of the lake. 
Accordingly, the water is usually clear and colourless. 
The fluctuating values for colour in the main arm of Lake 
King William are probably due to the relative volumes of 
clear water coming from Lake St. Clair and coloured water 
from the button grass plains to the west of Lake King William. 
.I 
i l 
! \ 
! • 
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I 
l 
, VIi ~1,1; " QJ:Qrn}~1 .. ht;J.!J!t9 (waters is a well-lcnoun phcnomcn on in many 
[ 
1 ! parts .. Qf t:Q.e -·yTOrld. Because the principal trouble nrcn -
\ I i~ 
I t Lalce King Willi~m - is the only lalce rr.i. th humic \:a tors ono i I :- with extensive, peaty Gymnoscho~ plains in its cot~Qcntt 
I .i ) ( and in the absence of an explanation basea on strctif-ico 
j 
l lakes 9 it might be assumed that the root of the problc~ in t : V'i / 3 Lake King William lies in the solution of ocogcncsc bS 
~iJ] 
;f;. l,.. complexing or chelation vr.i th organic leccnc.tcs in those 
~:~r-
y plains. However, the fact that supplemsn ts of' [ijQil f!'Onous 
sulphate to Great Lake water cause deposition of oc.n~onesc 
suggests an alternative explanation b2seo on solution of 
uncomplexed, divalent manganese brought ebout by \.Gterlo:41n~ 
in the soils of the plains. The ~hole pro-oleo o f oen~a,ese 
availability is in need of further studs. 
Many investigators have linked @a~genese ceoosi:io~ i~ 
pipelines with the activity of ~icroorganisGS. EcDe\e~. 
their arguments have alTiays been based, reasJnatly, en 
observation of appropriate bacteria vit~i~ t~e :e 7 ~s :~s 
and their isolation in synthetic media. I~ ~~:s ~:;jy, 
the inhibition of oxidation by azide t~e=~-:-:>:-:: =..-_ ~ =1: :-
claving of the water is exp-:-rime~:s: ::-::~:' : ...-.:: -: -~-:-:- - -
organisms are involved, at l~ss: ~= :~~ ~~ : - ~ 5 -:s~~E. 
104. 
In the case of a ut oclaved water~ ·.the· ~·fact that · inb·cul'ati on 
. .. .. . ~ 
\'/i th untreated wat e r -produc~s a depo sft ·-po·ssi-bly could b"e 
' . . ! 
ex-plained on the b a sis of aaa i ti:dri :."of e xfsting m·ariganese 
... · 
... 
oxides \"/h i ch could act as a ·.s.ur'face for ·adsorption ana 
chemical oxiaati on of .mang.anou·s ' ions·. · However, in the 
... 
prese nce of a zide, inocula't'iori · ~vii th ·untreated water fails 
... 
to proauce a d e posit~ :--fnai'cati-ng that the inhibitory effe·ct 
.. 
of both a zide and · a.ut.6cia·ving is that of' killing or 
preve nt ing grovl t h "of :·.'the manganese-oxidizing microorganisms . 
These r es ul ts '· agr ee .-·V!ell with similar experiments in soils 
(Mann an a QuaXstei· ~: ·1946). 
The effect .· o:r temperature on the r a te of build- up of 
. depos i t .in :tli.e laboratory apparatus is that which would be 
· . 
. 
expecte d for ' bio~ogical or chemical reactions . However, 
. . 
·:the . pe riodic. variation in tests of Great Lake water ana 
lcing .. vh-iii a."m water are sporadic and do not fit in with the 
~ eas~~ai -' .te~perature changes . · They do appear to be 
corr elated with variations in manganese concentration in 
these "lakes, but the whole field of mangan e se cycles in 
the -lakes and catchments is in need of critical study . 
The use of the recirculatory apparatus to predict the 
possibility of man ganese deposits developing in pipelines 
V/hen nevv power schemes are installed is limited by the 
above considerations . Absence of deposit in any single 
test vmuld not necessarily mean tha t t:ae particular body 
.. 
I 
't 
: '; :. 
" . -~·'-
,.:· . .. 
.:~· .. -. . 
of nater was unlilce ly tct :oe .. troubles .ome ~ '·. Tests -would -have 
./. • ~,. .,. • • • • o ,•, ' '• • ' • \ I • • •'• • • • • • ~ • • 
to be performed regularl~ - ~~t-o::1 . a..~ ·+:o .y~-:·;f'9~ Sf3asonal pr periodic 
"M:~·~ 0 ~.; > 0 0 • • 
variat ion in mangan~s~· ·~~_va.~.1§lb,~+i.ty.~ · F.urther, a serte s of 
-:{ :"" 
negative tests VIi th ·:fi:v_er1 ~~~~.F ! .would gi v§ · np guarant.ee 
.• t. : : 
that a manganese\~-~-6'bl_Et!!l yiO\llp, nqt <;1evelop if the river 
-:!. .. , .• i • • 
was impounded:·~< This ....  t s ,: particula~ly true since, freguen tly, 
J -:i.. . ' ' ' . . '- ... ~ . 
. · :.:,~ .. -; ... ~ \ 
the ideal d _~·rn(;s·f_t·.~. ,).:~.e~ ~J:?. ~- de!=lp nar.r;ow gorge. :J:mpounament 
of the riv:~~· =at· pgin.:l!~ S\lCl?- ias this is lilcely to produce a 
.. ; ~ ... 
: · :- . 
deep l ake protecte.d f~;om w-ind .action by the walls of the ;7:. . •. ,.; ,... -
gorge , so .:\th~t -~ _ jihe :- anaerobic conditions favouring solution 
...  :·~·:b·f mangc{~~··se ;-.. ~~e yery. likely to occur. On the other hand , 
·. , ~ ~ .,;r "'· .. -;: , ' f -"'' . ~ ·..._-. • • 
~:~~·~ts ,_.Yfi:~h -~: Y~~~ Y.P ?. ·r from button, grass areas suggest that 
.! :~ ~· :': :... " .... _. . .. 
·_:fi'os:a·ihg :OJ;l ,. wat~rlogging of Gymnoschoenus plains would 
pr.O'bablY:-.create a manganese problem. 
·. ·-· · ~ . . 
' ;-,.-..... A. J:r,eyi~w of the · literature suggested that the organisms 
.... ... , . . . ... . 
pr.od_uc~ng . manganese deposits in Tasmanian pipelines would 
• • .. . '" . . !. 
b~ ,. .. clf:l~ydobacteria and a determined search for these bacteria 
.A.,.. • ·-· • 
duning the early part of this study delayed recognition 
.. ' ~ .. .: . . . 
of , the true cause . However, it became apparent that 
chla.~ydobacteria were so rare in the deposits that they 
co~d not possibly be the major cause . Similarly, fungal 
hyphae are present in the deposit but not in sufficient 
numbers to be of significance . There can be no doubt, 
however, of the overwhelming importance of Hyphomicrobium 
in Tasmanian deposits . The facts that the deposits are 
: :·.· .. , 
l ... · .' 
i'~:. ;~(<i~ \ 
~ ~ • : '!' ., ' j : · ' 
. . :::·:. 
.· ry-: 
1 061e , I ' 
·~ · .... ··:··'·.· · ·~. · ·c ·; ·~ c.. c cl :T. :· .. t r~ ~ '- ! i. ·t·.: ... .. !t ..t.. _: · .... 
complete l y rami~i :ed by the ne'twork of stalks and cells, 
·:11:·~··.· ~·:·: ·;_:I:.:.(? :::: J T' :~. rl ~:.') -:·' ;./• : ·· .. " . L}~ .. ! . · ., 
that manganese-p~idizing hyphomicrobia are isolated in 
:~··· - ~-~ ·- .. ......... ~- .. ~·~: ... r·<,:;G 1.J.~i~ c:: :~l..-: (~ ! , 0.,· .; . · .. · .. -~ · 
high numbers .on ~ -artif'ical media, and that the same organ isms 
.,: · .. . 
~- ~ (· · ~ : c ·-~- ~. !. ·! . (:. :·~'. TCr(; ._ .. ;·1:1 . ~--· r : ;. , . .... ; · 
produce a deposit in the laboratory apparatus, are con-
- : .~ ·:··. 
;; .; .·. . :-.: ;''.' r: ·;,  '0 \'1 )_ :' i.": ( = .... .. :J ~:' ~ .. >· l -~ ·:! .: .. 
elusive evtdence 'f'o·r the involvement oi'· this ·bacterium . 
... 
·. ~ ·. · ' -' r• •) ·:~ 1 ~ •· ~- ., .-,, · -: " 1 ' ·1 · · • ; Ana,,lyses ·'·sJ:ich~l ''that·· 'aeposi ts 'from various parts of the 
. , . 
. . : ··· .. .. . .... ;. : /"\ ,.,.., ,., .. , . f' -~ .: ' , '· . , . ;,'1 ·•· • • ' 
Ytorld :)ire 'qu:lt€( 's\ibtilar ·tn the'1r composition. This suggests 
'i .that~~:tii~:{ ~\~tiia:·}~Ei: :a~pb~it~·a by. the' same species of' micro-
. . ..~ :·· 
. . : .. • / · ' ;' ·;: · · ~.r •· · }"• .;: ·, f ', • .• ; · · 1 , , • 
·· or.ga.nisms'· ·or ·o;{ the ·sarrie process. Because hyphomicrobia 
~ -.~: ···: / .. · r:, c· .. ~ ; ; · · n ... ., · · . · : . · ... • . "' 
·a r e·. difii'ic"til-t ··to obser-ve and are not well - known to most 
(!-· ~ :,:- .~ •. - . ....... ,. '!" f" ~ ~ . • • 
microbi'oibti'i.s'ts, it· has been suggested (Tyler and Marshal l, 
r:- 'lt .. ,l'-. .'" ~ ' ,J t :• .• • • ' 
'1967b} th:at Hyphomicrobium may be ma·re widespread in 
b1~H~Jh:ese 1leposi t~ than has been real isea and that it coula 
' "':: l' ,.: I • $"1, { · ' • ' -
be' ··tne· ·,;ru'e cause even in cases vhere chlamyaobacteria 
·" •j ·-:-. ; ~ • • 
have been· blamed . This view was strengthened by the fact 
th~t manganese deposits from pipelines at Kareeya, Queensland, 
are also domi n ated by Hyphomicrobium and that a very 
similar soil organism, the so- called Pedomicrobium, oxidizes 
manganese (Aristovskaya , 1961 ) . The abundance of 
chlamydobacteria in the Tumut deposits, \IDich have high 
manganese and low iron contents, appears to be an argument 
against this idea . However, for this to be so the role of 
chlamydobacteria as manganese- oxidizers in Tumut deposits 
would have to be proved by the same rigorous criteria vhich 
showed the importance of hyphomicrobia in Tasmanian deposits . 
. . : : ' · " 
.. ;, :-' 
•, ;: ~· ' I 
·.{• . 
. i •• .1.07. 
• I \.1 i,.J < 
. ti'': t o''.' 
It Y!ill be ins:ttn'c:ti ve to compar,e critically the depo.s.i ts 
... ...-~~. ~ . " ~ · . :.. :~·.) ;-:' ;:;,~. ') .:. 0 -8 J; ~ < ·! :-; p ('• (: .:." '\ ·. ·.. . ·"'l .. . . '; !' . . 1 <:. ' 
from various pa_i~'~ -~-~ .. :~1~,e~- ·Y'~orfi~d~--~?rP~t.~rm.ill~ the1 ~f'e.l,a,.t~ye \ 
importance of.:il;:yphomicrobJa and chlamyd.opacteria • 
. ·• : . L . . . 7~ ·,. ,;- ~,.-~ .·., (;:, ;-;~!'!(:<.i :; f ~ · · .. . 1 1 ~ ·: ::_ . . : ' . ·. . ~· i ·: · . 
· '· .... 
The extent to which ro.d-shaped. bacteria contribute . ~o 
; : . ' '(' ( . } , ·~: [·: .. ~· ( .. .' r ~ ~ .. ' ~ ) ;, · · 'i 1. :. · ~. ··, 1 ''" ' l ·~ · J :· . ' ' ·~ , · •' . .., .. : ~ 
the forma'~~~-~: . ~t'c- p,~?etr~~·~: , ?e'ISp:~.~ ts, .is uncertt:iin. . l~.i,cropco:pi cal 
. . ~ ..: . . 
examin~iion is of little value in the absence of dist~pctive 
' ; .  ', :, :.:·· ;: ... ;:: :·~L. ·,: y ;v:• o::: . '!. ·: ;.., • . . . r , 
mol'p~'c:il;_?g~:~ (}!-?~v~ver '-,. d,e_sp:~t.~ tfl,e fact that the org~,nism 
.. . . a:~;s .:i. gna:ted T4B .()Xidiz~s mang?q.1e$e vigorou,sl~y in pure 
• ·:;.. · .' ' ' . ·; •• • ·;.·:.-• ••• :. \..' '~ · ( : f , : - ~ r:· . . · . f , 
. ; . ' .. ' :- . 
, .: cultur.e, the . lo.w f:r;:eguency of thif? . type of bacterium in 
~ : ~ ~ i,:·  < .. ~·.: ? • ".;~ , ' • ' • C I I I > ' ' ! • ' • ~ ' .. ' 
pla.t~ c.ounts sugges:fif.3 _that i ~ is npt_ of major qonsequence. 
: . .:": ;.\ ~ .. : . ~ ~ '•:..! · : 0 i' : , . •.: ~ I f I ' , ' 
.. The exact na~u;re , 9f Metallogenium symbioticum remains ( .. :~: ~ l: :>~::.: \:":~ : "::"' ., . . 
a ~roplem. T~e same taperipg threads described by Zavarzin 
:~ .. :. f.'.;).,' . ·] :, • . , . ' · ·, .. 
(196la) . are ~egularly found in association with manganese-
~· ! .. ~· ;:i .. ~ :. ": 
oxidi~~ng fungi isolated in Tasmania. This is true even 
when the fungus is gro~n in liguip culture, suggesting 
. ... •1" . • . 
. ' ~ . . 
that the threads are not artifacts produced by diffusion 
of metabolites from the fungal hyphae. However, the nature 
of the "organism" as described by Zavarzin is puzzling; 
even its dimensions (about 200A0 diameter - Zavarzin, 1963) 
pose problems in cellular organisation. As fungi are 
considered to be unimportant in Tasmanian deposits, the 
question of Metallogenium is not considered further. 
Hyphomicrobium is usually envisaged (Bergey's Manual, 
1957) as a pear-shaped cell reproducing by the production of 
a bud at the end of a long, unbranched stalk. Variation 
108 . 
~·. 
• .. , 
,.-···· 
from this classical morphology ~~·~ :,-recen··tly r.been ··reco·rd.ed 
and the present investigation ;~.iii'irme·d 1Ftha-t·.r,th i·s ·tehden:cy 
•} 
'• 
towards pleomorphy is wid esv;~\ia Cboth :·.tn f~:mi:t.:u~8:.li ~'·envt.r dnJTients 
·I'' 
and in pure culture. The .~J.ius·t·rat:tons-·· .. -presE:mt-ea here show 
~'! 
morpholog ical forms rang __ i_~·f~f'fon1" 5. t:fie ··crassicat: hyphomicrobial 
,._:, 
~-'.i,; l . - . • .. • .. ... 
shape' through types . 'lli th~; r egU:lar l cells lblit ' reticulate 
.. ::r: 
stalks, to cells .~h:q~Ting bizarre shapes with or without a 
... ~::~ 
.~ .~i. .. . . .. . 
reticulate stalk . sy:s te·m~·;:.-::'DJ:ie tstalk ·has '·a l ways been regarded 
• ,;.;., 0:.:•:; ' I 
as an essential .. .":!?·art ·ot -:Jthe =' :i:1ep~bductive·." pro.ces.s .:ana its 
. , ..... ~ 
'.:.,.'.: ' 
role in the . I>.P"~·~·u.ctfoh~~o±'. ':mo·.tile · ouas has ·been amply . 
' .. :: demonstrat~-~~> •. ~in: thisccoiitext; branch:tng Of the stalks 
:'',:: ~:~ '~!.- .• : / '--~ . ·, ' . ' 
., -~should . inqi~i~~~tli~ G capacity · for bUd fbrmation and enhance 
:: ..... , .·.···: .. :'··. ~-':·:~!~~, ·':.~.~f.:.:;;-J,: '· '''" 
~. >(.:··: · ;o7;·:r;;~·{i ~ri-· ,oi' tlie·c:colonial · organization. 
; .: .. :··. . . · ~:;j~~t~ .~\' .. 
; : 't. ~.~:::·.-.. .. Ir{ ,uianY'~ bas~e-~r; ;bizarre cell shape appears to result 
~--
froli(~the pi'·b·auct:Don of several s ·~F.llcs at diff'eren t points 
on,. .. t:fle-:: ce'iJ.~: ·~ A·cnar·rowing bulge occurs· in the direction 
i-n"': wi1rcli-'-<each • stalk arises. However, the occurrence of 
mu:Ct"il;)l'€3'-; brariclling aoes not necessarily imply bizarre cell 
shap1e':(~ :~. 1Nh'en a stalk branches shortly after leaving the 
• • r ·cfe'll/:~ err when several stalks arise at the same point, cell 
~ · . ' .... ·~. ~!:I • • •. 
·snai;)e ·J.s .commonly classical. 
In many cells giantism and bizarre shape appears to be 
rel'ated· ·to accumulation of large poly-~-hydroxybutyra te 
reserves, a phenomenon also reported by Hirsch and Conti 
(1964) . It is interesting to speculate on the nature of' 
., 
! 
.; 
i 
I 
•' 
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. , 
the . cell wall 1Nhi ci1 ~ allows ' ;this·.; var.i .ati on-·· in ;. c ell: ·shape. 
:, . . ~ 
' ·; 
In this context~ · i,.t ·::·is ·:;no ·:teYlOr:thy ~ :that.-.. Vincent:- an d;·Colburn 
( 1961 ) :found tlia·t · ·calcium· def'~i.cien cy in Rhizobi urn: t .rilf'olii .. 
. . 
'· l ed to enlarged .anq d~.~tgr.ted i ~ell .s:Q.ap~s . However, there 
i s no pos si bili:tY ... . o.f. :· galci_~91 , q~f'~piency ~n: 337 media and 
the appar~rit :·Pla~.~:tcLty O•f' .. the cell wall must . be . ~xplain~d 
on other. ' gr~~ngs •. · . .. . 
Dui~.-ip~ - th~ pre~~l?t .investigation a v_ihole range of 
. · .. ~orpholog.ic~~. t;vpes , from the c;.t~ssical _Hyphomicrobium to 
Ari'stovskaya~ ~ . Pedomicrobium (Aristovskaya, 1961. ) was 
'· . .... . . -
o'?8E3rye~:L ~13 b u~d ing bacteri.a both in pure culture and in 
natural .. environments . Aristovskaya noted a . mor-phological 
.. . .. . . . ... .. :· 
~~~att~n~hip between her Pedomicrobium and the anaerobic, 
phqto?.ynt;:Qetic Rhodomicrobium but she did not comment on 
pqs~~ble relationships with ~phg~icrobium. Because of' 
t:Q~ fact . that ~homicrobium T37 ~n pure culture exhibited 
the qomplete range of variation mentioned above, it has been 
s!}ggested that the genus Pedomicrobium is inv81 id and that 
it should be regarded as a form of' Hyphomicrobium (Tyler 
and Marshall, 1967c) . The close morphological similarity 
between Hyphomicrobium T37 and "Pedomicrobi urn" is comple-
mented by their ability to oxidize. manganese. It seems 
likely that the same bacterium is involved in both cases . 
In view of' the wide variety of morphological forms observed 
in their cultures, Hirsch and Conti (1964 ) sugge sted a 
-· 
-..  ;-: :::r· 
: ... ;,.: . · 
t :· 
,.: .. C, 
·~ -: t; 11'0 .· . 
- . 
~~-:~dt;. 
complete re- evaluat'i'onr: of 'tKe b'uadin~ r·b~cteri~~ - The . 
:?-"-<-~ ~' : .. -. ··~ : . . ' . . 
variation report .~d ··.i ·n ··this investigation ' sounds a ftirther 
. :~:;-~· . .-. ; · .. ,' '· ' • ; . ,, ·-· -:· . . .. 
note of warning.·;·< a "caut.iolis approach· to erecting new genera 
. ~ ' ',\ 
of budding ;:;£-~ct~r-ia trhay , ~~ve future confusion • 
. . 
: ,-· ~ " ; .. t:'' - · ,"""; :. ~, ~ :' • • . : • .. 
The ultr:astructure of hyphomicrobia has not been 
' .. exte'ns ·~·~v~~i.y ' ~~tddied and the details for T37 pres en ted here 
~<::!' .\: ·._ . ,:: -~·::·_;_: .... . - . . ' . 
' :_ ·· ~::·(:. :a're;'·u~·~f1ul (Jin 1"cotifirming previous work (Conti and Hirsch , 
.. · ~:,. . ·.-; ·; . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
'· 
·=_,_:. _: ·: 1:.965)·_:·: :..!.'Th~. ~,a~parently numerous flagella- or fimbrae- like 
~~·~. ;~ ( .. , ~ ~ -:-. •. ' '.: .. ~ · ' 
appendages are a source for speculation . The appendages 
r:: ·, -~ . .. : ~r·· ·. . , .· 
de{ 1no't '1have ·the sinusoidal appearance frequently exhibited 
by ; ~~6t~rial flagella (Houwink and van Iterson, 1950; 
Hoeril.ger, .1965) . However, flagella do not always display 
this feature clearly (e . g. Poindexter, 1964, Fig . 8; 
Houwink and van I terson, 1950, Fig. 6) and as ~~omicrobium 
is knovm to produce flagellate s~armers the flagellnr 
nature of these appendages is highly likely. Their appearance 
in shadowed preparations is more like that of flagella 
than of fimbrae (= pili - Duguid and Anderson~ 1967). 
However, fimbrae are well known for their powers of 
adsorption . Brinton (1965) points out that fimbriate 
cells of E. co l i will adhere to almost any surface or to 
other 
faces 
these 
cells, that they form pellicles at air- water inter-
and that they agglutinate red blood cells . All 
properties are ascribed to the hydrophobicity of 
the fimbrae . Fimbrae are also the sites for attachment 
-------------------------------==-==-~=-=-===-------------------------------
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of male-speci fic phage·s<_:;in E. coli (Brinton, 1965) and 
.. .: ; ' .! • ~ - :--: ~. !. · ~-- .. ~ :-. HJ!. 1 <-.. t ·~ ; !·, ... .. ~ · , ~ .. :-: _-:. 
Ishibashi ( 1967) has '·shoorm that _th~ "F pilus" is probably · 
. . ', . ~ f: ~) [ ·. (; ·:: ~; : ,' ·, :- . .~ • :·. •:. : • ; . : r• , •• ; • . J 
the structural enti .. ty.:- of._f•: .. E?-nt~g_~l1. l:.city qf E. coli . I n 
, J , # - · , I, o 0 ~0 ' t,, , ~0 0 °" !: 0 '"' 0 0 ' I 
vi ew of their possi-ple sign~fica_ncl? as organs of attachment, 
, . ·. ), -., , ·.' . : ·.~ .. ~-~ ; (~!.I; ··. :j ~ : , .... : ... ... · :... _ . J •• • _ • ·, 
th e exact nature ... qf_ .tf!e filam~11tous appendages of T37 should 
. . ·: ' ·. : . : .·· ~- ~-· ! ~ r. ~ •• • •' :, • l. -. . 
, ' I ':' ' 
be investigated • . · . .. , . 
. . ,. . . :· :- . ...~ ·;: ~·: :.'.'. ( ' : '- (.~ :·· :. '.. 1 . ; 
· . . -:. • 
Othe:r.•--·-possi b1.e mechan~sms for attachment of manganese-
• . • • • • : ' . , . • , ; .• : ~t 't I. t'-; .. . :'• . . I 
oxidizing · ·1;>acte~ia to pipe surfaces have been considered • 
. . •. -·- . . r · r·.r:.a':. :: -~ f . ~; .. . . . . 
Direct· -e·lectrostatic attraction is unlikely in the case of' 
. _- . ; _;:- : c t:_~ ... -~ · i: , ·, .- , ' 
~.-.. .' . . T37,·,"8ii1~c;_e ~~s ~urface is negatively-charged, suggesting 
:' _ .. . .. : ; . ·: .· : . ·~.·. ~ -.. ( 't.(.' [' , 1.' · . . , . . 
. . rep'tilsion from, rather than attraction to , the negatively-
; . • : , , .. : .. ~ :. ~ , : I ~ ... r-. :"' '1 : • l , ' • • • , ' ' ' 
.charged -pipe surf'ace. However, electrostatic attraction 
. .. : ·. "_. : . (~ .:.~ . ' ... ~- ~ . . . . ; . ': : . . 
as a consequence of the formation of a diffuse double layer 
0 ~ : 4 ,:; •: ..• : ._ . ~ ~ f, • ': •,; • I ' • • : 0 
(Alexander and Johnson 1950) is a distinct possibility . 
'.. .... : . ~ t .--: ... , . : • • 
Zebell (1943) has indicate9 that solid surfaces can adsorb 
.. , .:· :·: !~,. • ~·· . I • 
qrganic nutrients ana inorganic ions ana suggests that 
. , . ' 
th7 qharacteristic adsorption of bacteria to solid surfaces 
~n . low-nutrient media is related to this . The adsorption 
of cations to the pipe surf'ace, forming a diffuse double 
l ayer , could provide not only electrostatic attraction for 
negatively- charged bacteria but also a favourable concen-
tration of nutrient cations. An alternative mechanism of 
attachment to surfaces is the production of holdfast 
material. As Zebell (1943) points out, it is possible that 
cells are first adsorbed physically and later produce 
._~ .. "' . ~ .. ..... r 
.. .... :~; ::~(! : 
··~:.::/' ;·~ · . . 
:c;~i.<f: . 
:r ~ ;;·;: !' . 
-~tA:~'::t+2 . 
. -~r~:~.;·~~. ~·,('\ T ~' r) • • "' ~ c· · ·. . ..... 
holafas t rna ter ial to g1 ~:~,; 'J:n.?r e pe 'rmarieii t 'bincfing. Most 
-~?S: ~~-~ ( .. .- r- <· (i .... i . ,., ~ "':c,· , 1 
sessile, strongly-attacp.i~:·ng· oacteria appear to secrete a 
mucilaginous holdfast)?~_~beii; ~ 943f 'ri~d : i~ - this context 
~.! · .. . 
. ~· ~~l~·~( ~ r: rJ1 o r ~ ~ ·: ), ~ :. ~ ·., .. ·~·J · i ·· . . 
the holdfast mater-~a+: : ·:--a~s_sociate_d · W:i. th H~omicrobium 
... . ;("~f.:. :. · ;· , r~ .. 4 '" :· \} • · "' ' :· • • • . . ' . ' I 
rosettes (Conti ·:a.Jir!t'Hirsc:fi, '1965) . may be of' significance. 
· i:,··.~ ~{);- .i QS t-.... '~ c : ·r ·· · 
The observa::ti.o.:n~ 'Of hyphomicrobia apparently adsorbed to a 
·· <7, n r,~1 -~ ' !1•). · · · - ··· . .: . ' ... 
fungal myc~el.itim by the cell apex is further evidence that 
~·:':) :;.~ .:- w--- ( : ·~ ~ . . ! . ,, _. -. 
···· .:, a mechanys'nf ' s''uch ' ~s secretion of holdfast material, as in 
; .. ·r ._ . :·.- ~ •. ~ ; ~·: ~ . .~:;···:~:. ,. T:. :'"':. '$ ..(! :: [. :'~ . t. ' :.~:~~-- -~.:: :~;<rosette· ;;f .ormatJ.on, · ~ay ·account for the attachment of' 
J.:}> -:; ·~}·:.:;:· ::( . ';.,,_.~·<:~':f':~.'r::h m~; ·-.• ~ · 
-: ... · :ihyphomi_c)7obia to a pipe surface. Whatever the mechanism 
: ·/-~:·+~;~:-~:: ~ ~~--· . ':J ::: -::.r:~ · .. , : : 
o.:f(a{j_l{~r'ence, it is clear that manganese-oxidizing 
\~.(~: {'. r: (::· -;~ t 0 0 ,. :·. 
liyphomicrobia eventually dominate the pipe surface even 
t'h8li~li':':tt' may be colonized initially by a great variety 
~r·-'mi6toorg·anisms. This election of a particular micro-
" • !'> 1 . . . 
o'r'garlism bears some resemblance to the phenomenon of "take-
over" in continuous cultures of E. coli, described by 
Munson ana Bridges (1964). There, a ·mutant cell type arose 
which was able to adhere to the culture vessel, rapidly 
attaining dominance. Munson and Bridges suggest that 
adherence of cells to a surface is reversible and that 
"take-over" by a particular organism reslll ts from a 
multiplication rate exceeding the rate of detachment from 
the surface. Thus the manganese-oxidizing hyphomicrobia 
must either adhere to the pipe surface more firmly than 
other organisms or be capable of more rapid multiplication 
. { 
.. 
~ 
113 • 
an elongated continuous- culture vessel into vbich dilute 
Jo~~~ .. ;_;.~ i~ :. -. . . . j • 
culture medium (lake water) is fed at a constant rate . 
Such a consideration easil y explains the apparent anomaly 
of the high manganese concentration in deposits in pipelines 
carrying waters where manganese levels are at the limit of 
~ 
detection. Microbial oxidation and precipitation of 
manganese \rlthin the water itself, during passage through 
the pipeline, wo uld be neglig ible because of the very low 
nutrient levels and high flow rates. However, an adsorbed 
bacterial flora would be able to take advantage of the 
c ontinuous renewal of the dilute medium and large amounts 
of manganese coula be deposited in th e course of time . 
The question of just where in a mineral deposit the 
causative microbes may live is posed by Ehrlich (1963a). To 
remain viable, they must inhabit fissures or pores in the 
deposit in order to allow for free movem ent of metabolites . 
An additional point is that a mineral deposit br ought about 
by bacteria would ten d to prevent multiplication simply 
by imposing physical restriction and it is in this context 
--------- . . -. ----- ----
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that the curious morPf~·~.loe/ '-oi' stalked, budding bacteria 
in man~ane s e depo si ts>~~i:{y .}{o'fa'·· ~·sp'e:c;ralY ·s:i.;ghlf'i d'fi.t{='c(/ fTyl·e~ 
·i-·: 
a na 1.~ e.rshall, 1 967 dy~ .,.- - ·: · · --.:.: r.• :::l· ~ ~ r:: r:· · · ·,~; "· <: : ·· 
r ;' .:. : • ' I • •• / "' : • ('' • •••o ~ 1 ,,", ~ l !: i ~ , t ' ' ; J ! 
pl~ce once ~ · depos 1t Was forfued ·about the ~htire cell. 
' 
.. . . ,; .. .... ,.... ~ ..... . .·. . . . . . ~ . . r' . . . . ~ . I ·. 
Even in thevchlatnyaoba:cteria, . ,.,hich commonly are implicated 
•, : i n .ma~~-~11r~s~-; ae~o 'si 1;ioh, ' grc)\~rth would be possible only at 
. .. · . 
. :: · .. .' ·· ; · ..... ... ··· 'r. · · · I· .. . · : ·· .. - · t • • ; -, • 
:the . .fr.ee ,-··· unenci1uste·a . ends -b ·f - the sheath. Romano an a 
. . . . 
. ·. h·~a·s·o·~· ·:-·c f9'64:) ha\re shovm· tiiat· growth· in chlam~dobacteria 
·' • ," .- , . .' , • I •. . . , - , ; : , · , • 
i s limitea to 'linear · extensibh of the terminal part of 
~h~~%h~§i~~ -e~~h nhen there i s · no ~esiriction by 
ehbrustat'lori ~ Ari stovakaya ( 19 63 '), ho \·,ever, suggests that . 
the( co:lonial organization of manganese-oxidizing hypho-
microbia . is the most expedient form of existence in an 
encrusting environment. This int~iguing idea ooes relate 
the form of these bacteria to thei r function in the 
deposition of manganese ana provides an explanation for 
the build-up of deposits following establishment of the 
bacteria on the pipe surface. Aristovskaya envisages the 
formation of a bud at the end of a long stalk as a means 
for escape from the manganese deposit which is tending to 
i sol a te older cells from the medium. However , cells 
located in the central part of the colony may continue 
to metabolize, the essential nutrients being provided by 
I 
i 
l 
i ... 
i 
As manganese deposition spreads to 
This pattern of development is shown oiagrama-
• "'· • I · .... : -,. ~, '<'' ' ' · ~ ' • .,.( , , 
ti"call~y in Fig. 48. ·\Vhere it is contrasted vri th the situation 
for chramyoobacter ia an-a ' 11 conventio-n~l11 - bacteria. That 
. . . ,. 
this moael for bui~d-~p C,-r ~.aeposi t is f·e~si ble is supportea 
by the fact that Hyphomicrbb'ium -T37 hc;bi tually grows in the 
colonial form vcr'l e·n oxi ai z:ing manganese, both in culture 
- . 
. .. 
ana in the pi-pelines . The obcurrence of the colonial 
organization has been amply_ aem.onstratea by light- ana 
electron-microscopy . fur.ther .support for the model comes 
from the behaviour of manganese- oxidizing hyphomicrobia in 
agar culture . The appearance of the edge of the colony 
suggests that the central mass of oxioizea mangane se is 
proaucea by confluence of the satellite centres, beyona 
which lie the ultimate, unencrustea daughter cells. Thus 
there is the potential for radial spreaa in three dimensions. 
Such a process woula provide an ioeal mechanism for the 
continuing build up of deposit on the pipe surface. Further , 
such a system of colonial development is self- perpetuating 
ana enaows on tl1is particul ar microbial ecosystem a 
stabi lity simil ar to that founo in many macroecosytems. 
So stable a population is unusual for microbial ecosystems 
p, ··· · , 
.-----·· -------- ···-- ·- ··- · -- .... ----
.. Conv(nt•onot"' bacterium Chlamydobocterio 
Fig. 48. Diagramatic comparison of manganese - oxidation 
by "conventional bacteria" , chlamydobacteria 
and Hyphomicrobium, showing the comparative 
advantage of reproduction by budding. 
11yr • . 
(Brock, 1966); :1. t :l.s analogous to a· climax vegetation. 
In \he present ~.Pvestigation no posi:tive findings on 
the mechanism of microbial oxidation o.f manganese have 
been m®e:o · However, the. -study has suggested. several 
poss1.bilit1es .for future · v.~rk on· tb.i!> . problem. The 
possibility that Hyphomicrobium is utilizing manganese 
chemoautotrophically is remote since the organism can 
grow without oxidizing manganese and on media ·~ere 
manganese is present in trace quantities. · As the problem 
is most acute in Lake King William it . eeems that the humic 
waters draining from that catchment are the likely source 
of soluble manganese. In this case it is a likely possi-
bility that the bacteria may release the manganese radicle 
from manganese chelates. However, the addition of man-
ganese sulphate to Great Lake water produced a deposit of 
manganese oxides in the recirculatory apparatus, sUggesting 
that manganous sulphate can be oxidized directly. Before 
progress on this aspect of the problem can be made it wlll 
be necessary to find a means of growing Hyphomicrobium in 
pure culture in such a way that it does not lose its ability 
to oxidize manganese. 
This inv~stigation has left many problems unsolved but, 
by surveying the problem in its broadest aspects, it has 
shown up th ose areas of the probl em upon ''•nich attention 
should be focussed f or future investi?a tions in a long-term 
project. As the pr oblem is of considerable economic 
importance , future research will concentrate on aspects 
likely to lead to control measures. There are three major 
lines along which research should be directed: 
a) the mechanism by Which Hyphom1crob1um attaches to 
the pipeline wall and the way in ~ich it attains 
dominance over all other adherent bacteria. An 
understanding of this aspect may lead to control 
by preventing adsorption of the hyphomicrobia . 
b) the form in ~ich the available manganese exists in 
the water and the precise physiological mechanisms 
by which bacteria oxidize and precipltate this manganese . 
c) the source of manganese in catciJ.ments or lakes and 
the mechanism by which it is brought into solution. 
The possibilities of control by .... ~ tchment management 
or controlleo limnological regimes should not be 
overlooked. 
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